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Project Description

1. Project Description
1.1

RiverLink Project Introduction

This technical report, RiverLink Preliminary Design - Landscape Architecture + Urban
Design + Ecological Design Technical Report T - 17/16 presents the preliminary design for
the landscape works as part of RiverLink. RiverLink integrates the overlapping interests of
three agencies – Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC), Hutt City Council (HCC)
and New Zealand Transport Agency (NZ Transport Agency) – working in partnership to
deliver better flood protection, better lifestyle and improved transport links for the people
of central Lower Hutt. The project area focuses on the three kilometre section of the Hutt
River and its city and State Highway 2 interfaces between Kennedy-Good Bridge and
the Ewen Bridge.  For the full composite description of the design process, influences and
its integrated elements of RiverLink refer to RiverLink Preliminary Design Report (Report
T-17/08).

Figure 1: RiverLink Project Location Plan and Inset Project Regional Location Plan
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1.2

Options Evaluation

The current Preliminary Design Phase was preceded by an Options Assessment
Phase initiated in 2014 and completed in 2015. The Options Evaluation Phase of
RiverLink considered a range of options in various combinations of the elements of
flood protection, city centre development and transport connections.  Completed
in December 2015, the Options Evaluation process considered ten river corridor
improvement options with each option designed to provide the recommended 440 year
flood protection standard to Lower Hutt city centre and the central residential areas1.
The ten options were evaluated using a multi-criteria analysis method (MCA) and the two
best performing options relative to the criteria were selected for community consultation
to seek feedback on preferences.
The community feedback strongly supported the longer-term protection performing
option known as “Option A”. Option A consisted of a 90 metre wide river channel
with 25 metre berms on each bank to provide high levels of flood protection at design
standard (2,800 cumecs) flood flows. The Melling Bridge also has to be replaced to
provide the desired flood protection.  The option makes provision to accommodate the
Making Places elements of a promenade and new urban development at the stopbank
interface. Option A requires 117 properties to be acquired to widen the river corridor.
The Hutt Valley Flood Management Subcommittee and the Councils of Hutt City and
Greater Wellington2 adopted Option A as the basis for a preliminary design in December
2015. The purchase of any of the required 117 properties is proceeding on a voluntary
basis – if an owner wishes to sell their property, GWRC is purchasing it. The Preliminary
Design phase for RiverLink commenced in June 2016.

1.3

Preliminary Design

The Preliminary Design phase is intended to produce an integrated design incorporating
the three partners’ work programmes and optimising the benefits of the linkages
between the programme elements.
The design is expected to enable an order of value from the project (costs and benefits)
to be estimated, together with a strategy for consents and designations, as well as a
preferred project delivery model. This package of design, consent strategy, value and
delivery model will then be presented collectively as the Preliminary Design to enable
decisions to be made as to how to proceed.

1 Hutt River City Section Upgrade Project (July 2015) Options Evaluation Report
2 GWRC order paper 9 December Meeting.

The aim is to have a project package that is fully supported by the partners and that
can proceed to a consents and designations process, principally under the Resource
Management Act and Public Works Act. The decision to proceed to that next stage of
the process (Consents Phase) wil be made in the latter part of 2017 and it would start in
2018 following the statutory procedures mandated by the relevant statutes.
There are multiple elements to consider in the preliminary design and there are multiple
specialists undertaking the technical inputs as listed below. Given the integrated
approach to the design of RiverLink, these Technical Reports may need to be read in
conjunction to understand the interdependencies.
For a summary (without technical detail) and for easier reference, the composite
Preliminary Design Report provides an overall description of the project, its integrated
elements and the design decisions made, along with the parameters and assumptions
within the design. The technical reports that are drawn on for the Preliminary Design
Report are as follows:
•

River Works-undertaken by Damwatch, DHI and Waterscape (refer Technical
Report T-17/9)

•

Stopbanks and relocation of services-undertaken by Opus (refer Technical Report
T-17/10)

•

Stormwater upgrades-undertaken by Wellington Water (refer Technical Report
T-17/11)

•

Transport and parking-undertaken by GHD (refer Technical Report T-17/13)

•

Structures-undertaken by Beca (refer Technical Report T-17/14)

•

Landscape Architecture, urban design and ecological design (includes bridge
architecture) undertaken by Boffa Miskell (this Technical Report T-17/16)

In addition to the technical design inputs there are specialist reports on the following:
•

Project development cost estimates-undertaken by BECA (refer Technical Report
T-17/17)

•

Operation and maintenance requirements and costs – commence April once the
draft design reports are completed (refer Technical Report T-17/18)

•

Community engagement/consultation-undertaken by GW/HCC assisted by
consultants (refer Technical Report T-17/19)
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•

Planning and consenting strategy-undertaken by Boffa Miskell (refer Technical
Report T-17/20)

•

Property acquisition strategy-undertaken by The Property Group (refer Technical
Report T-17/21)

•

Economic assessment-undertaken by HCC (refer Technical Report T-17/22).

1.4

Role and Background

Boffa Miskell has provided the landscape, ecology and urban design inputs to the
RiverLink project Preliminary Design. This has been undertaken by specialists in landscape
architecture, terrestrial and aquatic ecology, and urban planning and design.
Boffa Miskell has been involved as a company assisting GWRC with the Te Awa Kairangi/
Hutt River's environmental management for some time. The company assisted with
specialist landscape assessments for the Hutt Valley Floodplain Management Plan (2001)3
which now forms the basis for the RiverLink flood protection initiatives.  
Concurrently with RiverLink Boffa Miskell is now assisting GWRC with a review of the Hutt
River Environmental Strategy (2016/2017) (refer section 1.3).
Boffa Miskell has assisted with both the scoping of the opportunity to undertake an
integrated design process for RiverLink4; and the development of the RiverLink project
options and their evaluation through a MCA process (refer section 1.4).

3 Wellington Regional Council (2001) Hutt River Floodplain Management Plan
4 Greater Wellington Regional Council (July 2013) City Centre Section Scoping Report, Hutt River Floodplain Management
Plan
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2. Design Influences
2.1

Design Context

2.2.1

Flood Risk

2.2.2

Linking + Development

The RiverLink project design has been undertaken in response to a number of influences
including project objectives, existing policies and strategies, context, and the community
feedback.  Other Technical Reports will address some influences in more detail, but the
following are of relevance specifically to the landscape, ecology and urban design.

2.2

Project Objectives

The over arching aim of RiverLink is that it delivers a completed project within the Te
Awa Kairangi/Hutt River city section, which, with the joint cooperation of NZTA, HCC
and GWRC, achieves the flood security set out in the Hutt River Floodplain Management
Plan and optimises public and private benefits. The following design objectives were
established by the partners1:

1 Greater Wellington Regional Council (20 March 2014) Hutt Valley Flood Management Subcommittee
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•

Improve the Hutt Valley’s resilience to
flood hazard by a river channel, structures
clearance, and corridor design that provides
for a 2800 cumec flood flow.

•

Improve the walking, cycling and other active
mode linkages to and along the river corridor
from the city centre, public transport nodes,
and wider Hutt Valley urban area.

•

Improve the Hutt Valley’s resilience to flood
hazard by managing development and
infrastructure elements within the corridor (eg
SH2 and any widening of it, stormwater and
other pipe networks, or integrated building
edges in the town centre) that can reduce
the effective floodway, or affect stopbank
integrity.

•

Facilitate development opportunities for sites
that front to the river corridor in the city centre.

•

Create a direct frontage between river
front sites in the city centre and a new river
promenade.

•

Plan for future increases in floodplain
resilience by considering now the future
options (such as the broadening of the
corridor and increasing the height of the
new stopbanks) to ensure that these are
not precluded by the currently planned
upgrades.

•

Improve the river channel edge protection
so as to minimise the risk of failure of flood
defences from erosion during a flood.

Design Influences

2.2.3

Traffic Movement

2.2.4

Amenity + Ecology

•

Identify and provide for the modifications to
the wider transport network as required to
accommodate Linking and Development
objectives.

•

Recognise and provide for the viability and
amenity of public and private properties
adjacent to or adjoining the river corridor and
stopbanks.

•

Improve the functioning, safety and
accessibility of the intersection between SH2
and the local road network and off road
paths, including residential areas on the hills.

•

Generate spaces and places along the river
corridor that reflect Hutt River Environmental
Strategy (Linear Park) and Making Places
initiatives that  are reflective of user’s needs,
cultural and landscape values.

•

Understand and recognise the need for car
parking in strategic locations, including for
recreational, commuter and shopper use.

•

Improve the ecological performance and
biodiversity of the river corridor in respect
of stormwater management, riparian and
terrestrial habitat values, recognising the needs
for flood protection works.

•

Engage with iwi with mana whenua of the river
in regard to cultural values and those values’
representation in the project outcomes.

2.2.5

Implementation, Strategic and
Economic Sustainibilty

•

Enable a staged implementation process such
that developments can occur over time as
practicable.

•

Ensure the design outcome is affordable in
terms of its ability to be implemented and
maintained.

•

Engage with communities of interest and seek
their feedback as to the design options and
costs of implementation.

•

Recognise that any design options developed
will require consideration relative to existing
statutes, strategies and plans.
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2.3

Key Policies and Strategies

The RiverLink project design has been undertaken with reference to several key policy
and strategy parameters as set out below.

2.3.1

Making Places-Hutt City Council (2009)

Making Places is a strategy prepared by Hutt City Council in consultation with the
community to set a vision for the city centre. The strategy covers the Lower Hutt city
centre as a whole and has 6 themes-liveable, unique, sustainable, connected, growth,
and quality.
The strategy identifies challenges (stopbanks, disconnection from river, poor utilisation
of High Street, quality of public realm, lack of growth, library undersized) as well
as opportunities (Dowse Art Museum development, harnessing traffic from Dowse
interchange, proximity to river, open space, landscape setting and views, Council
buildings redevelopment). Several of these opportunities have been taken and
projects have been completed or are underway (Dowse Square, Council building
redevelopment and Riddiford Gardens upgrade).
RiverLink is a significant project for the delivery of the Making Places strategy as it
relates to the river interface. An objective of RiverLink (refer section 2.2.2) is to enable
better connections between the city centre and the river, and to foster growth in
the population of the city centre by river edge residential development along a new
promenade.

2.3.2

Figure 2: Vision for Lower Hutt - Making Places (Urbanism Plus for Hutt City Council)

Hutt River Floodplain Management Plan-Greater Wellington Regional

Council (2001)

The Management Plan has been prepared in consultation with the community and
establishes a number of agreed flood protection parameters.  This is the adopted
policy for the way in which Hutt Valley's landuse policy and engineering works are to be
delivered.
The parameters relate to the scale of flood event the stopbanks and river design is
expected to protect the city from (2800 cumec flow) and a 1:440 year return period
event.  These are significant influences on the outcomes for landscape, ecology and
urban design as they establish the foundation (refer section 2.4) for the placement,
height, width and depth of the river channel, berms, stopbanks, beach positions, river
edge protection and dynamics of the Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River through the subject
area.
Figure 3: Hutt River Floodplain Management Plan Cover
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2.3.3

Hutt River Environmental Strategy-Greater Wellington Regional Council
(2001)

The Environmental Strategy is a companion document to the Hutt River Floodplain
Management Plan and sets objectives for the entire Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River's
environmental future. The Strategy is concurrently under review with the Preliminary
Design for RiverLink. The review recognises that since the time of the strategy's
preparation there have been a combination of changed factors, including increased
recreational use, changing environment expectations from people, and changing
expectations of land use interfaces.
At the Lower Hutt city central interface Making Places (refer section 2.3.1) has introduced
a changed set of parameters as to the environment that the community wishes to see
from that set out in the strategy in 2001. However, the concept of this 'city section'
of the river having a 'river park' character remains consistent (refer Figure 4). The key
differences are at the interface of the river and city where it is now expected new urban
development will adjoin stopbanks and a new promenade will give the river park a more
urban character in this section than that envisaged by the strategy. The expectation is
that RiverLink preliminary design will inform the reviewed Environmental Strategy for the
relevant section of the river.

2.3.4

Hutt City District Plan-Hutt City Council (2004 + updates/plan changes)

As required by the Resource Management Act (1991) the District Plan sets policy for the
land use management of the city.  In relation to Hutt River the land use zone is typically
River Recreation.  It prevents any structures of any size, to enable the flood capacity
to be unimpeded, and allows a range of open space compatible uses to occur. Of
relevance to RiverLink are the urban interface provisions on the city side of the river and
the land use zoning on the west side of the river.  
On the city side the zone is Central Commercial Activity Area (refer Figure 5) and this
enables a mix of commercial, retail and residential activities.  Specific objectives and
policies which RiverLink is responding to are set out below.

Figure 4 Hutt River Environmental Strategy (2001) - Concept Plan

Objective (5A 1.1.5)
To recognise and enhance the significant amenity, natural and recreational values of
the Hutt River and its relationship to activities in the Central Commercial Activity Area.
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On the west side of the river the zone of the land is unlikely to be maintained.  The
consenting strategy (refer to Technical Report T-17/20) describes which zones will
be changed to facilitate RiverLink. The land uses on the west side of the river will be
changed as many of the houses and commercial uses will be removed to allow the
river channel widening.  It is anticipated that the land use zoning will be a combination
of River Recreation and residential/mixed use for any residual land not required for the
flood protection works following construction.  
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Central Area, and along the riverbank between Ewen Bridge and Melling Bridge
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Assessment Guidelines
The Hutt City District Plan includes Design Guidelines for a number of zones.  The
Guidelines provide guidance for the urban design outcomes expected for the areas
they cover, which include Lower Hutt city centre.  A specific guideline applies to the sites
that front to the river in the Riverfront (Core) Precinct within the Central Commercial Area
(refer Figure 6 and 7). The guidelines are:
1. New buildings should be designed to allow for adaptation in relation to the stopbank
in the future;
2. The level of the first floor of buildings facing Daly Street should be designed to relate
to the height of the future stopbank top (which is in the order of 1 metre above the
current stopbank levels);
3. The first floor of buildings facing Daly Street should be designed to have uses and
façade treatments that address the riverfront reserve and maximise opportunities to
retrofit once the stopbank construction is concluded;
4. The ground floor of buildings facing Rutherford Street, Dudley Street and High Street
should be designed in accordance with the guidelines under “Making a Good Street
Frontages;
5. The design of buildings on sites with double frontages should be treated as if both are
front façades.

2.3.5

Figure 6: Hutt City District Plan (2004) Guidelines

Urban Growth Strategy 2012-2013-Hutt City Council (2014)

Council’s vision for urban growth for Lower Hutt is that it is the home of choice for families
and innovative enterprise. The goals are noted below (these have been summarised to
just those with RiverLink relevance)
Capacity and demand for great living and a thriving commercial sector
An economy that can compete in our world in 2040
Thriving and distinctive centres that anchor Hutt City
•

Our thriving business and retail centres are distinctive and memorable public spaces,
with quality, well-designed buildings.

•

The Central Business District and Petone are recognised as the heart of the city,
anchoring our sense of place and are regionally significant centres of commerce and
great living.
Figure 7: Hutt City District Plan (2004) Commercial Zone Precincts
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Fantastic recreational opportunities, the natural environment, and character urban
environment underpin Hutt City’s quality of life
A city that is connected, driving opportunities for commerce, living and playing
The city and its major centres have efficient and resilient connections to the region,
driving opportunities for commerce to become more efficient and grow, opening
new areas for development, and helping ensure adequate mobility in times of natural
disasters and emergencies. The transport network contributes positively to our social
mobility and ability to get to places to enjoy recreational activities.

2.3.6

Walk and Cycle Hutt 2014-2019 - Hutt City Council (2014)

• Provide well-designed bicycle parking and trip-end facilities in the city i.e. libraries
and public buildings, shopping areas and businesses. Ensure that the District Plan and
development approval process requires facilities to be provided.
• Walkable areas – ensure routes are continuous and connect key destinations, include
clear signage, shelter and resting places, and suitable surfaces for a range of needs.
• Way finding – clear signage and mapping, particularly for key routes and destinations
e.g. from train stations to the city centre, public buildings.
5.3 Safety and positive promotion – ‘it’s cool to walk or ride a bike’
• Work with partners e.g. schools, employers, GWRC, and NZTA, to promote cycling and
walking.

Objective 5.1 Safe and integrated networks for commuting and recreational purposes
• Prioritising the key routes for safe walking and cycling i.e.: Complete the protected
arterial route through the city i.e. the River Trail and a shared path on Cambridge
Terrace linking back to the Hutt River via the ‘Rail Trail’ to Seaview and the Waiwhetu
Stream route;
• Connections and destinations – improve connections between the ‘key routes’
network, neighbourhoods, key destinations such as the CBD, and railway stations, to
help make walking or cycling the easiest way to reach community facilities, hubs,
shops, and schools. Eliminate on-road ‘pinch-points’, for example at bridges; improve
footpath walkoffs and surfaces.
• Safe cycle routes for commuter cyclists through the city – build on-road ‘protected
cycleways’ where feasible and off-road alternatives where these are most effective.

2.3.7

Proposed Natural Resource Plan - Greater Wellington Regional Council
(2015)

The Proposed Natural Resource Plan (PNRP) for the Wellington Region June 2015 (PNRP)
notes that Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River is the major river system for the Hutt Valley. The river
has numerous cultural and ecological values as well as being identified as a regionally
significant primary contact recreation water body.   In the context of RiverLink, the
following objectives of the PNRP are of specific relevance. The objectives are largely
enabling in that they recognise the benefits of enhancement along river edges and
have a focus on addressing the risk from natural hazards and climate change.
Objective O2

• Identify and develop safe routes to schools.

The importance and contribution of land and water to the social, economic and cultural
well-being of the community are recognised.

• Land use planning – include best-practice provision for cycling and walking as part of
new developments/subdivisions e.g. through resource consents and design guidance.

Objective O9

• Develop the walkability and cycle-friendliness of the CBD through Making Places.

The recreational values of the coastal marine area, rivers and lakes and their margins
and natural wetlands are maintained and enhanced.

• Ensure that road projects and maintenance work take account of the needs of cyclists
and pedestrians.

Objective O10

• Continue to develop the network of mountain biking and recreational walking tracks.

Public access to and along the coastal marine area and rivers and lakes is maintained
and enhanced.

• Continue to ensure that new and existing footpaths and infrastructure are compatible
with a range of needs.

Objective O20

Objective 5.2 High quality facilities for pedestrians and cyclists

The risk, residual risk, and adverse effects from natural hazards and climate change on
people, the community and infrastructure are acceptable.
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Policies within the PNRP are the course of action by which to achieve the above
objectives. The benefits and appropriateness of  flood protection works are recognised in
policies P15, P16 and P29.
Policy P15: Flood protection activities

Ngati Toa Rangatira Claims Settlement Act 2014
The purpose of this Act is to give effect to certain provisions of the deed of settlement
that settles the historical claims of Ngati Toa Rangatira. The Hutt River and its tributaries
are acknowledged as statutory areas under Schedule 1 of the Act.

The use, maintenance and ongoing operation of existing catchment based flood
and erosion risk management activities which manage the risk of flooding to people,
property, infrastructure and communities are beneficial and generally appropriate.
Policy P16: New flood protection and erosion control
The social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits of new catchment based
flood and erosion risk management activities are recognised.
Policy P29: Climate change
Particular regard shall be given to the potential for climate change to cause or
exacerbate natural hazard events that could adversely affect use and development
including:
(a) coastal erosion and inundation (storm surge), and
(b) river and lake flooding and erosion or aggradation, and
(c) stormwater ponding and impeded drainage, and
(d) sea level rise, using the best available guidance for the Wellington Region.

2.3.8

Statutory Area Declarations - Claims Settlement Act		

Maori occupation and use of Hutt Valley and Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River is recognised in
a range of strategies and policies which requires mana whenua values to be recognised
and provided for. The statutory declarations are acknowledged below.
Port Nicholson Block (Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika) Claims Settlement Act 2009
The purpose of the Act is to give effect to certain provisions of the deed of settlement,
which is a deed that settles the historical claims of Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika.  
Section 23 of the Act provides for statements of association by Taranaki Whānui ki Te
Upoko o Te Ika of their particular cultural, spiritual, historical, and traditional association
with each statutory area. The Hutt River is provided for as a Statutory Area under
Schedule 1 of the Act.
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2.4

River Design

A design influence parameter for RiverLink are the flood protection
performance standards set out in the Hutt River Floodplain
Management Plan (2001) (HRFMP).
In the Options Evaluation Phase (refer section 1.4) the investigations
considered the combination of design elements to achieve the
HRFMP standards. The agreed design was for an increase in
stopbank heights (by some 1m in most places-making 4m high total),
a wider river channel (90m wide where practicable and 70m in more
constrained areas) and a wider river berm (typically minimum of 20m
and wider where practicable) (refer Figure 9 and 11).
These design parameters underpin the essential physical form of the
river corridor and it's interfaces with the city. The function of the
corridor to pass flood water efficiently is also a parameter.  Although,
for the most part, the river is not in flood and can function as a  river
'park' with recreational benefits, the form must be such that in times
of flood the design does its job and protects the city from (in a very
large flood) billions of dollars of damage.  
The optimum design for the RiverLink landscape, ecology and
urban design needs to balance the importance of what it delivers in
amenity and environmental conditions with the importance of flood
protection.  When flood threat levels are low or nonexistent (most of
the time) the relative importance to people of a quality amenity or
well performing ecological system is high.  When flood threat levels
are high the relative value to people of a quality flood protection
system out trumps having a high quality landscape. The river is also
less usable when the river rises to cover the berms and people are
more concerned about their houses being safe than having a picnic
or walking the dog.

NOT FOR CONS

1 : 1000 at A3
amenity value

perceptions of importance

The approach to addressing the parameters of river design has been
to work with the design engineers to develop a landscape and
ecological system that is resilient to a certain extent, but where there
is an expectation that there is a sacrificial element to the design.  The
expectation is that maintenance and repair will be required after any
event of scale.  Any 'finer' elements (eg furniture) are placed away
from the more frequently flooding berm areas.  The elements which
provide amenity (such as places to sit, or to gain access to the river,
or trees) within the more floodable parts of the corridor are robust in
their form. Similarly, trees in the floodable berms allow flood waters to
pass beneath or around to ensure the flood waters can pass.

Figure 9: River Design Cross-sections (exaggerated scale) - city section (source Damwatch)

protection
value
no flood
threat

flood threat

Figure 10: Relative Importance Diagram
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Rock Riprap
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Reduced 1m wide
Stopbank crest

Deep
Tidal
Pool

Purple hatch denotes 5m
wide MSE Retaining wall

Blue hatch denotes 5m
wide Service Lane/Tunnel
Stepped Crest

Upper
Berm

Lower
Berm

FLOW

Green dashed line denotes projected
stopbank toe with no retaining wall

Berm

Active Channel

Deep
Tidal
Pool

Beach

Potential river
access opportunity

Retaining Wall
1.7m high

Legend:

Rock Riprap

GWC River Cross Section Benchmarks
GWC River Cross Section Alignments
Design Channel
Stopbank Toe Projected (No wall)
Retaining Wall
Stopbank Crest
Stopbank Footprint
Active Channel
Upper Berm

Realignment Marsden
Street (13.0m wide)

Lower Berm
Batter

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

1 : 1000 at A3
Figure 11: River Design Plan - city section (source Damwatch)
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2.5

People and Culture

Post 1840

Pre 1840

People have adapted and changed the Hutt Valley over time to take advantage
of the opportunities it presents (eg for food, farming and housing and business). The
development history can be described through phases (see Figure 12).
The design for RiverLink should recognise and provide for the people that are users
of the river and city-these may be residents or visitors to the Hutt Valley. It needs also
to recognise the aspirations of the community for a future population and its diversity
(refer to section 2.3.5). To understand these aspirations there has been community
engagement (refer section 2.10).
A snapshot of the current population shows that Lower Hutt is the 7th largest local
authority area in New Zealand (98,238 people resident at 2013 census). The population
is on average slightly younger than the rest of New Zealand and the income is slightly
more. For RiverLink the inference is that the recreational needs may favour the more
active, provide for children as well as adults, and there is an income level that can
enable some discretionary spending on items like food and beverage.
It is also noted that it is Hutt City Council's aim to develop a city centre, using RiverLink
to catalyse this growth, with a significantly larger population of people and with an
expectation that this urban lifestyle will appeal to both younger and older people
wanting a small dwelling and ready access to urban amenities like cafes and
restaurants, recreation and transport facilities.

• Naturally occurring processes
• Abundance of native biodiversity
• Dynamic water movement and hydrological
processes
• Dense native swamp forest corridor
• Abundance of wildlife.
• Small Maori settlements
• Naturally occurring landforms

Today

• Circa 1840 Britannia settlement (Petone) in Lower
Hutt - shortly after flooded
• In 1855 a major earthquake drained parts of the
valley changing the hydrology and natural context
• Continued development and flooding occurred and
in 1901 the first stop banks were constructed
• The Hutt River flood risk made the river be viewed as
a problem rather than asset
• Constructing stop banks and channelising were a
'controlling' solution to the problem

Proposed + Future Development

HCC have undertaken an economic assessment of RiverLink and it reports that in a
medium growth scenario the project would be a catalyst for the development of 49,000
square metres of commercial space, enabling 2700 people to work in the city centre,
as well as 1330 apartments that accommodate 2600 people. These investments and
activities would contribute to the local economy including 11,400 direct and 23,750 total
job-years, over 20 years.
1

The influence of ethnicity may be less significant for RiverLink, but the importance for
Maori values to be recognised and provided for given the significance of Te Awa
Kairangi/Hutt River are noted elsewhere in this report.
The events and activities that are of significance for Maori and Pacific Island people
should also be recognised and provided for to ensure the river is seen as an asset for
all cultures. The cultural landscape2 'references' for Maori and European are expressed
within the physical environment (refer opposite page - Figure 13). Some of these
references may be now be archeological to the extent that only remnants exist and are
visible, or may be buried. RiverLink can illuminate or articulate these references within
the design which assists to generate an identity and character for the river in this section.
These pages may reflect only some of the cultural landscape references that can be
expressed in the next stages of design.

•
•
•
•

River channelised
Stopbanks erected
Landscape urbanised and river homogenised
City/valley lose connection with the river

Natural Features

• Settlement re-engages with the river
• River corridor naturalised supporting a diverse range
of activities and ecological enhancements

Development + Facing Orientation

River/ Streams

Flooding

Figure 12: Development History

1 Hutt City Council (2017) The Riverside Promenade, Building the Future, The Business Case
2 Cultural landscape means the relationships between, and remnants and physical manifestations of, human use and
activity. It does not include natural heritage features for example.
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1. Wesleyan Cemetery
2. 1st, 2nd and 3rd Bridges on line of
Victoria Street and High Street-relates
to Fort Richmond
3. 4th, 5th and 6th Bridges including
today's Ewen Bridge
4. Richard Barton’s 1842 temporary
abode (Inative only)
5. First location of Melling Bridge
6. Ewen Park-Waimarie Croquet Club
7. Maraenuka Pā (near Transpower
Substation)
8. Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River 1840s
9. Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River 1940s

4
9

5
6

1

8

7

2
3
3

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

3

1

7

2

4

5

6

8

Figure 13: Cultural Landscape - sources Alexander Turnbull Library for historial images
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2.6

Recreation

Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River corridor is a very well used recreation resource. There are a
diverse range of activities that occur within the public land the corridor provides. These
are both point-based activities (eg dog exercise areas) that use a specific area, or
movement activities (eg cycling or running a bridge loop) that use a long length of the
river lands. Figure 14 describes some of the recreation areas and the type of activities
that occur within them.

07

A survey of the river users was undertaken in June 2016 (Rob Greenaway and Associates,
Greater Wellington Regional Council, Hutt River Corridor User Survey). The results of the
survey of interest in relation to RiverLink have been considered.  Some key findings are:
•

The predominant activities in the river corridor are walking, cycling and dog walking
(Figure 15)

•

The RiverLink section of the river, especially the city centre part (sector 3) is perceived
as significantly more unsafe than the rest of the river (Figure 16).

•

The RiverLink section of the river also has some of the highest numbers of users for
walking, dog related activity and cycling (Figure 17).

The high use of the RiverLink part of the river corridor needs to be recognised and
provided for in the project design. A key issue is in safety and particular design
consideration should be given to improving the safety and comfort of people using
the area. The application of CPTED (Crime Prevention through Environmental Design)
principles will be an approach to addressing this issue.
That there is a number of people walking and cycling through the RiverLink area is likely
a function of its proximity to living and working places. There may be an element of
commuting to this activity. The design should respond to the 'movement' based nature
of these activities and facilitate the connections to the wider (out of the river corridor)
city walking and cycling network.
It is also notable that the survey shows few people are undertaking any stationary/
point based activities (eg playing, picnicking). Making the RiverLink environment more
conducive to these activities will enhance the amenity and the opportunities for a
more destinational river area, at least in relation to the city centre. This will mean the
city as a whole becomes more attractive and will enhance the interest in investment in
redevelopment as well as assist the economic future of the city centre businesses such as
cafe or restaurants.

Melling Bridge to Ewen Bridge
Avalon Park to Melling Bridge
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Figure 14: Plan of known recreation actvities (from 2013)

Number of people
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Number of days

Figure 16: Perceptions of Safety (sectors 3 and 4 as highlighted correlate to RiverLink)

Figure 15: Activities undertaken across the whole river corridor

Figure 17: Uses in RiverLink sectors as highlighted
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2.7

Ecology

Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River, its bed and banks, and the surrounding floodplain, form a
series of separate but interrelated ecosystems, each with its own natural processes. Prior
to European settlement a mosaic of wetlands, forest and dunes covered the floodplain
(refer to description beside the photograph).

eels live in fast flowing channels but large eels prefer deep slow-flowing channels with
cover. Different fish species also have different habitat requirements, for instance,
whitebait require suitable streamside vegetation to spawn, whereas trout require river
gravels for their spawning areas.

Now the vegetation of the catchment is a mix of native forest in the upper reaches,
grazed pasture, scrub and regenerating forest, exotic production forest and amenity
planting. The upper catchment is still covered by an extensive mosaic of native
forest types. Downstream of Kaitoke farmland surrounds the river, with scrubland and
regenerating native forest on the surrounding hills. There are also patches of commercial
forestry, mostly radiata pine.

The lower reaches of the river provide valuable bird habitat. Black shag (Phalacrocorax
carbo), red-billed gull (Larus scopulinus) and little shag (Phalacrocorax leucos brevirostris)
regularly use the estuarine reaches. The use of the river and river bed by native species
such as little and black shags may be limited by lack of suitable roosting areas in, or
beside, the river.

A mosaic of exotic and native scrub, resulting from earlier clearance, dominates the
eastern and western hills of the lower catchment. Small areas, representative of original
vegetation, can still be seen along the lower hills.
The floodplain outside of the stopbanks has very few native remnants, and what does
exist is generally less than three hectares in size. The floodplain vegetation is dominated
by amenity species including large expanses of mown grass. There are a few small
wetland areas with associated flax and sedges (eg Te Haukaretu Park). Natural
ecological processes have been disrupted by forest clearance, wetland drainage and
confinement of the river channel as part of river management and flood protection.
These changes in the biophysical environment mean that many of the ecological
processes no longer occur the same way as originally.
The river has poor recreational water quality (D rating on Suitability for Recreation Grade)
from Melling Bridge to Wellington Harbour. Toxic algae can also be present and exceed
national guideline levels. There are numerous discharges which reduce the water quality
of the river, including stormwater (refer Figure 21). The groundwater of the Hutt aquifers
is also an important resource for water supply purposes. The survey of river users (refer
section 2.7) identified that water quality is the biggest priority for improvement (refer to
Figure 19) and there were various actions suggested for improvement (refer Figure 20)
The Hutt River provides an important habitat for a variety of fish species, including many
native species, and a diverse community of invertebrates. The majority of native species
of fish will only be present in the river during migration or feeding. Some species, such
as short-finned eel (Anguilla australis), long-finned eel (A. dieffenbachii), common bully
(Gobiomorphus cotidianus) and inanga (Galaxias maculatus)are likely to be resident.
The river is also an important trout and whitebait habitat. Suitable water quality and
habitat for spawning, migration and feeding is required for these species. The physical
components of fish habitat are pools, riffles, substrate that provides cover, vegetation,
woody debris, undercut banks, water temperature and flow.  Often the habitat
requirements of particular fish species vary with age.  For example, juvenile long-finned
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The remnant vegetation and areas of native and other vegetation that has been
planted in the corridor provides habitat and food for a range of other species. These
plantings often provide ‘stepping stones’ for birds such as tui whose habitat are the large
blocks of native forest reserve on either side of the river. Small birds such as starlings,
finches and sparrows also use the river as a corridor for moving between roosting and
feeding areas.

“From the foreshore of Pito-one lay a space of
about one and a half miles in depth of sandy
hillocks and swampy land. Then came a great
forest of trees. Some of the trees reached to
over seventy feet to their first branches and
they consisted of rimu, pukatea, matai, tall tree
ferns and a multitude of other trees and shrubs.
The forest seemed to sink back into the distant
converging hills. From the Tory looking up the
valley was seen a glittering silver river. It twisted
and turned from one side of the valley to the
other and could be seen only when the trees
bent before the northerly wind… The alluvial soil
on the banks of the Hutt was at this time covered
by a dense forest, many of the trees being of
gigantic size. Boats would ascend the river to
the locality of the present bridge, and the sight
of the foliage on the banks at this point, with the
white clematis hanging in graceful folds from the
lofty branches was superb.”
description of the Hutt Valley as it appeared to the crew of the
Tory on 20 September 1839

Figure 18: Hutt River from 1800's

Number of people
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Figure 20: User survey improvement actions suggestions.

Figure 19: User Survey priorities for improvement.
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Figure 21: Stormwater outlets
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2.8

Urban Interfaces

Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River sits within a context which varies, but in the RiverLink section
the context is relatively urban. The city centre of Lower Hutt marks the lower end of
RiverLink and the suburbs of Belmont (west side) and Boulcott (east side) mark the
upstream extent.
The interfaces on the city side (east side) are physically marked by a stopbank (refer
Figure 23). The stop bank is close by the urban interface as the river narrows (between
Melling and Ewen Bridge and up to about Connolly Street), or is more separated from
adjacent residential development in the more upstream areas of Boulcott where the
wide berms and golf course separate river from non-public land uses (refer Figure 24).
On the west side the highway (State Highway 2) forms the edge (refer Figure 23 and
24), except between Melling and Ewen Bridges where the interface is residential and
commercial uses.
There are no uses that 'front' to the river with an adjacency and matching building
form that takes advantage of the river context. The Harvey Norman building has
an immediate adjacency, but presents itself to the Rutherford Street frontage rather
than the river. Others buildings, such as those on Daly Street with multiple levels, do
gain an aspect to the river but are physically separated from it by the stopbanks/
street. Residential and other commercial properties have typically used fences to mark
boundaries and provide security.
The stopbanks are typically 3m above surrounding ground levels. Often there is a
pathway along the top. The form of the stopbanks is relatively steep in the city centre
section (refer Figure 25) where space is at a premium. In some more open areas where
more space is available the stopbanks have a more 'relaxed' form (refer Figures 26 and
28) and can thus be more easily traversed.
The approach to stopbank design to date has been to seek a free standing stopbank
(with a slope of 1 vertical to 3.5 horizontal).  Where space is limited, walls are introduced
(refer Figure 25) and the stopbank slopes may steepen. The steeped or walled stopbank
edges generate more of a visual and physical barrier to movement between the river
and the urban context.
There are multiple places where accesses are provided (refer Figures 22). These are both
for vehicular access and walking/cycle access. The forms includes driveways, ramps and
stairs. The accesses are typically 'functional' but not particularly inviting of use due to
position, steepness or layout.

Figure 22: Various access forms
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City Centre Ewen Bridge

Daly Street steep city
stopbank interface

Pharazyn/Marsden Street residential/
commercial relaxed stopbank interface

SH2

Figure 25 : City centre interface-Daly Street-grassed in
part, but space limitations mean walls are required and
stopbanks have a steep slope

Figure 23: Looking downstream from near/above Melling Bridge
Figure 26 : City centre interface-near Ewen Bridge, lower
High Street-a wider area allows relaxed slope for easier
access and amenity

Boulcott

Kennedy-Good Bridge

Belmont School

SH2

Figure 27 : Residential interface-Marsden/Pharazyn Street
area-grassed relatively steep stopbank-houses with fences

Figure 24 : Looking downstream from near/above Kennedy-Good Bridge

Figure 28 : Residential interface-Mills Street area-grassed
stopbank, houses with fences
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2.9

Movement Networks

Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River sits to the west side of the Hutt Valley through the RiverLink
section (refer Figure 29). There is an immediacy to SH2 as it runs along the foothills that
bound the river valley to the west.  The highway provides vehicular traffic connectivity
to the Hutt Valley across the river at three points that affect the RiverLink project (refer
Figures 30):
•

At Kennedy-Good Bridge, the top of RiverLink section, which connects directly from
the highway across the river to Avalon and the typically residential suburbs upstream
and to the east.

•

At Melling Bridge, in the lower reach of the RiverLink section, which connects directly
from the highway across the river into the north end of the Lower Hutt city centre and
the suburbs north and east of the city centre.

•

At Ewen Bridge which is at the bottom end of RiverLink section. The bridge here is
not  immediate to SH2-traffic is directed from the Dowse Interchange on SH2 to Ewen
bridge where it connects to the south end of Lower Hutt city centre and the suburbs
east of the city centre.

A railway line sits alongside SH2 on the west side of Hutt River and extends upstream as
far as Melling where the line now terminates. Historically this continued up the Hutt Valley
further. The Melling Line provides passenger rail services on weekdays. There are some
150 car parks at Melling Station which provide a park-and-ride facility (refer Figure 31).
The bus services for Lower Hutt city centre have a hub at the intersection of Margaret
Street and Queens Drive. The buses use the street for their stops. There has been
a process over the past several years to investigate a location for a more purpose
designed bus station for the city centre.
Car parking is provided for within the city centre streets as well as in large numbers
at Queensgate Mall, and on the river side berms where there are some 1200 car
parks located currently (refer Figures 33). There are vehicle ramps that connect from
Rutherford and Daly Streets to get access to the riverbank car parks.

The bridges themselves are an influence on the RiverLink area as they are structures that
need to enable movement under them for local roads and also users of the river corridor
such as walkers and cyclists (refer Figures 34). They also provide connectivity for vehicles
as well as walkers and cyclists moving from one side of the river to the other-be that for
commuting (eg from the hill suburbs) or for recreational purposes.
The bridges and the intersections with SH2 are variously good or poor for walking and
cycling connectivity. The intersections are at grade at Kennedy-Good and Melling
Bridges. Intersection investigations for both has been undertaken historically and are
currently underway for Melling through an Indicative Business Case (IBC).

Figure 29: River is adjacent to hills and bridges connect directly,
except Ewen Bridge is dislocated from highway

The walking and cycling amenity provided by the river corridor is significant and this is for
both commuting and recreational users. The future linkages to urban cycleways being
currently planned are an important consideration and require both a legibility and a
facility for ramps to get from city streets to the river via stopbanks. Although there is a
reasonable level of movement amenity for people walking and cycling within the river
corridor, there is less quality in the local street network or for movement from streets to
the river.
The street network, bridge landing and connection points to the highway are also
configured for free flowing traffic. The busy city through/access route (Daly Street) is a
barrier to easier walking/cycle connections from city to river (refer Figure 32). Multiple
roundabouts on the city side also makes walking and cycling across the river edge
streets (Daly/Rutherford St) difficult.  
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Figure 30: Three bridges - top right Kennedy-Good Bridge, left Ewen Bridge, right Melling Bridge
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Figure 31: The Melling Railway Station provide public transport and
has some parking

Figure 32: The Daly Street access route separates the city from the
river

Figures 33: There are parking areas on berms - top photo is close
to city - its also double as a market space. The bottom photo is at
Melling and provides for recreation users.

Figures 34: The bridges have an under function to allow free
movement along the river, as well as over the top for walking and
cycling and traffic
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Figure 35: Network Diagram
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2.10 Community Feedback
RiverLink has included several processes seeking feedback through engagement with
the community. A seperate report (Technical Report T-17/19) describes the engagement
process and the outputs provide detail. For the landscape and urban design and
ecology elements there have been multiple inputs from the community (refer Figure 36)
seeking a wide range of outcomes from RiverLink (refer Figure 39).
In summary, the following are the key points that the community wants the design to
respond with:
•

the development of the city as a vibrant place that is lived in and connected to the
river, there has been very strong support as determined by survey (refer Figures 37
and 38).

•

promenade that provides for new development to the edge and cafes and the like
along it

•

direct access to river-both visual and physical access, including for water to be clean
so it can be interacted with

•

places to support spending time by the river

•

more biodiversity in terms of different trees and habitat that can support more native
birds, fish and animals

•

better public safety-ie postive social spaces, good inter-visibility and passive
surveillance

•
•

Figure 36: 2016 Design workshops

2%

walking and cycling activities continued to be improved and to connect to city cycle
network

NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL

2% 2%

6%
10%

2 - Not that important

10%

1 - Not important at all

3 - Moderately important
4 - Important

4 - Important

5 - Very important

more water activities to be provided for-rowing/kayaks as well as fishing, and events

•

keeping weekend market and car parking to some extent
82%

Figure 37: Importance of revitalisation?
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IMPORTANT
3 - Moderately important

VERY IMPORTANT

pedestrian and cycle bridge and wanting to get better connections across the river
for walking and cycling and access to the train station

•

NOT THAT IMPORTANT
Key:
MODERATELY IMPORTANT

86%

Figure 38: Importance of connecting to river?

5 - Very important
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ACTIVITIES
What
have you told
us for far...

STEPS/RAMPS/ACCESSES

SCULPTURE/FURNITURE

PATHS/PROMENADE

TERRACES

CYCLE/PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES

ECOLOGY

LANDFORMS

Figure 39: Preferences of people as to design elements
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3. Design
3.1

Introduction

The design for the RiverLink landscape, ecology and urban interfaces has responded to
the influences described in (section 2).  
The design process has seen multiple interactions and working sessions with other
technical specialists and there has been community feedback at several points (refer
Technical Report 17/19).
The following section of this design report and the related Appendices describes:
•

design principles (section 3.2) developed to provide clear design direction that
responds to the influences in section 2;

•

the design spatial framework (section 3.3) that give effect to the principles and
describes the proposed RiverLink constituent character areas; and

•

the design elements (section 3.4) which are integrated, but are grouped into
landscape, ecology and urban design subjects for ease of explanation.
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3.2

Overarching Design Principles

The eight design principles below and the supporting graphics both reflect the influences
described in section 2, and underpin a design response for a new and clearer direction
for the landscape, ecology and urban interfaces of RiverLink.

Principle 1:

Principle 2:

Principle 3:

Principle 4:

Enhance Context Response

Provide a choice of movement
experiences

Reduce visual dominance of the
stopbank

Provide a multi-functional landscape

Environments that present both organic and more
formal landscape responses to the 'natural' and
urban conditions along the river whilst referencing
the historically braided river forms of the Hutt River/
Te Awa Kairangi.

Environments that present a range of both
ecological and more formal landscape responses
to the 'natural' and urban conditions along and to
the river whilst referencing the historically braided
river forms of the Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River.

Contouring/ grading of the stopbanks as landforms
within river berms and, where appropriate in the
city centre, integrating stopbanks with urban
edges to enable a developed edge.

Providing diverse and flexible spaces that can be
comfortably used by a range of types and scales
of activity which could be either programmed or
informal.

ry

Tertia

For Lease

Economic

+

Primary

Urban
+3

Ecological

ary

nd

o
Sec

Environment

+1
Formal
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Principle 5:

Principle 6:

Principle 7:

Principle 8:

Improve stormwater quality,
biological, and landscape diversity

Encourage interaction with the river
natural processes and flexibility in
design to respond to river processes
and maintenance regimes

Improve and rationalise connections
and accesses

Instill identity to change the way the
city views itself and how it is viewed
by others

Incorporate water sensitive design and riparian
wetlands within floodplain to improve water
quality. Introduce greater diversity in vegetation
including an increased proportion of native
species that respond to landform and design
principles such as unity, balance, repetition, and
natural transitions.

Blend the living/natural and built environment for
people to observe and interact with the dynamic
presence of the river. Recognise that elements
may need to be replaced or easily repaired.
Make places and use materials that enhance the
emotional/sensory story of the place,and provide
for flexibility, adaptability and maintenance in the
design.

Provide legible, safe and inviting river-city
transitions and accesses for walking, cycling,
and mobility impaired people-reflect CPTED
principles. Design areas for vehicles to park that
do not dominate the context and provide for
maintenance vehicles in specific areas.

Use elements such as furniture, walls, bridges,
landforms, sculpture and way finding signage,
as well as the activities that are encouraged
to occur, to express the RiverLink identity and
character of areas.

Promenade to Corridor

Kennedy
Good
Bridge

Riparian wetland
Surface Run off
Flood water level
Storm-water

Average water level

River

City to Promenade

Corridor to Water

Melling Bridge

Ewen Bridge
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3.3

Design Spatial Framework + Design Intent

The spatial framework (refer Figure40) provides the conceptual design for RiverLink
landscape, ecology and urban interfaces. It provides a high level arrangement of
planting, open spaces, pathways, access points and urban interface conditions to
generate 'sector' character areas that reference the influences (refer section 2) and
design principles (section 3.2). It is noted that the river engineering and modelling
influences to the spatial framework are represented in the diagram below and in the
design concept (Appendix 1 and 2) A short description of the design intent for each
sector is set out on the following pages.

SECTOR 1: MARSDEN

SECTOR 3: STATION

SECTOR 5: PHARAZYN

SECTOR 7: TIROHANGA

SH1

P

P

P

P

LOWER HUTT CITY CENTRE

SECTOR 2: CIVIC

SECTOR 4: CENTRAL

SECTOR 6: MARKET
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SECTOR 8: EASTERN HUTT SECTOR

Design

KEY

P

Pedestrian/cyclist entry points

Stopbank

Beach

Shrubs

Vehicle entry points

Upper berm

Pool

Vegetated rock piles (Harcourt Werry Drive edge)

Vehicle parking

Lower berm

Formal trees

Edge strengthened with native planting

Storm water outlet

Batter

Trees with mown grass beneath

Edge grasses

Primary pathway

Existing undulation

Native / exotic trees with understorey

Secondary pathway

Proposed undulation

Wetland planting

Tertiary pathway (width varies)

Proposed road and car parking

Native bush areas

SECTOR 9: BELMONT

P
P

BOULCOTT FARM GOLF COURSE

SECTOR 10: BOULCOTT

Figure 40: Spatial Framework
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SECTOR 1: MARSDEN

SECTOR 2: CIVIC

SECTOR 3: STATION

LANDSCAPE:

LANDSCAPE:

LANDSCAPE:

The existing Marsden landscape will remain where RiverLink works
merge. The river edge rock will be supplemented with native planting
similar to that opposite. Large open mown grass spaces interspersed
with clear stemmed, relatively open tree planting characterises this
sector. This enables floods to beneath the canopy and ensures good
pathway sight lines. Access to this sector is via the Ewen Bridge steps/
ramp, steps from Bridge Street and opposite Williams Grove for residents/
workers of this area.

This sector will remain similar to that currently in place where RiverLink
merges with the existing landscape. The intent is for a formal landscape
that visually connects the adjacency of the river with the Riddiford
Gardens and library area. As at the Marsden Sector, the historical
pattern of bridges and access to main street is reflected in a formal
tree planting arrangement. There is a further opportunity to develop
the 'bridging' landscape between the river and civic centre to address
the relationship between lower High Street and the roundabouts and
relatively busy traffic off Ewen Bridge.   Access to this sector is via the
Ewen Bridge ramps, a ramp up from the lower end of High Street, and
step and ramp access from the river's edge pathway.

An assumption is that the railway station would be relocated into this
sector from its current position close to Melling Bridge. The Station
sector’s design is to enable easy and direct movement for people to
connect from the city centre to the railway station. This is expressed
through a formal arrangement of single, clear stemmed trees, grouped
around access points. These provide good sight lines beneath for
CPTED principles, and provide visual markers to paths and to the
proposed pedestrian/cycle bridge. There are large areas of parking
to be accommodated in the landscape and this will be designed to
provide parking 'pod's rather than large dominant parking areas.

ECOLOGY:
The ecological opportunities are in the river edge where the rock rip rap
can be supplemented with native planting similar to that opposite (flax,
toe toe). The river is tidal at this point and rock edges with native plants
provides some habitat value for aquatic species including inanga.
URBAN INTERFACE:
Marsden Street is to be realigned from the edge of the cemetery up
to Williams Grove and a retaining wall of up to 2m in height is required.
The junction of Bridge Street, the cemetery and Marsden Street is
constrained and the substation needs to be retained. Steps to the
stopbank, path alignment and a formal arrangement of trees reflect
the history of this point as the old bridge location. Treatment of the
Marsden Street wall is proposed to address its dominance.

ECOLOGY:
Although there are no wetlands or terrestrial vegetation areas planned
for this area, the river edge native planting will be retained and
supplemented where practicable.
URBAN INTERFACE:
It is not intended that there is any direct interface between buildings
and the river stopbanks in this sector. As noted above, there is an
opportunity for an urban interface that better addresses relationship
with the lower High Street area, roundabouts, Anzac memorial and
library/Riddiford Gardens.
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ECOLOGY:
The sedge, grass, and rush planting spans the length of the lower berm
and the river rock interface of this sector, strengthening the terrestrial
and aquatic  habitat.  There is a riffle and pool sequence that is formed
through the river at this point and rock placement will encourage a
diversity of in-stream habitat.
URBAN INTERFACE:
The current residential and commercial area at the interface of
Pharazyn and Marsden Streets and the river will be redeveloped as part
of the river work. Its future use will be as open space as part of the river
corridor. After construction there may be residual land that can be re
purposed for an alternative urban use. The land uses best suited are
likely to be low rise residential with small scale commercial activities
that do not compete with the city centre. Within the consideration of
the future uses for this area will be the alignment of Pharazyn Street to
enable the station to be relocated.

Design

SECTOR 4: CENTRAL

SECTOR 5: PHARAZYN

LANDSCAPE:

LANDSCAPE:

The Central Sector is one of the most complex in RiverLink. It draws
its structure from the intersecting forms of the curving river and the
city street grid to create a hierarchy of pathways and high amenity
spaces. Access from the city and to the river’s edge beach is a key
focus of the sector including steps and ramps to the promenade from
Margaret Street, Andrews Avenue and High Street. It is expected to
be one of the more populated parts of the river and is set up for sitting
and spending time by the river. Large grass areas provide places
for larger scale events. The pedestrian/cycle bridge lands within the
Central Sector providing connection to the railway station (see sector
3), wider landscape and a number of river access points that dot
the riverbank. Tree planting provides shelter from westerly wind and
is formal, indicating the significance of this space and its connection
to the central city. Typically there are clear stemmed trees used to
enable good sight lines and meet CPTED principles.

The Pharazyn Sector, like the Station Sector, presents an opportunity
for development in tune with large scale land use changes, given
direct connections to the railway station, pedestrian/cycle bridge
and Melling interchange. There is a presence of the western hills
escarpment and the river corridor includes zones of planted trees
that draw the hill landscape to the river. The opening up of the river
landscape by willow removal provides views across to the Central
Sector.

ECOLOGY:

ECOLOGY:
Although there are no wetlands or terrestrial vegetation areas formally
planned for this area, there is an opportunity to run stormwater
treatment collectors along side pathways that infer a connection to
stormwater from the city streets.  There is a riffle and pool sequence
that forms through the river at this point and rock placement will
encourage a diversity of in-stream habitat.

Although there are no wetlands or terrestrial vegetation areas formally
planned for this area, there is an opportunity to run stormwater
treatment collectors along side pathways that infer a connection to
stormwater from the city streets.  There is a riffle and pool sequence that
forms through the river at this point and rock placement will encourage
a diversity of in-stream habitat.

URBAN INTERFACE:

URBAN INTERFACE:

Within the consideration of the future uses for this area will be the
alignment of Pharazyn Street to enable the station to be relocated.  

A significant feature of RiverLink is the promenade interface of the river
corridor with the city built edge. The promenade is the place where
provision is made for new buildings (provided as private development)
to be built up to the river corridor edge. This will allow for a public
interface at the stopbank level opening out onto the promenade,
creating a pleasant west facing river aspect. The buildings here are
expected to be mixed uses with residential above first floor level cafe,
restaurants and publicly accessible uses.

The current residential and commercial area at the interface of
Pharazyn and Marsden Streets and the river will be redeveloped as
part of the river work. After construction there may be residual land
that can be re-purposed for an alternative urban use.

The Pharazyn Sector is within the 'zone of influence' of the Melling
intersection where current investigations may result in large scale
changes, if it is concluded an interchange is to be constructed. The
design for this area will require further consideration at such time as
the Melling intersection investigation outcome is known.

Daly Street will be removed from the local street network to facilitate
the promenade above. Dudley Street will become 2 way to provide
alterative access. Access across the stopbanks to the river from
Margaret Street and Andrews Avenue are higher order points where
steps and ramps provide main points of entry. Andrews Avenue is
proposed to be redeveloped with a higher level of amenity and
operate as a shared space where pedestrians, cyclists, car parking and
vehicles share the area.
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SECTOR 6: MARKET

SECTOR 7: TIROHANGA

SECTOR 8: EASTERN HUTT

LANDSCAPE:

LANDSCAPE:

LANDSCAPE:

The Market Sector is characterised as a relatively open landscape with
car parking also used for a weekly market. Half courts for basketball
are marked out to encourage other uses when parking is not being
utilised. The parking area has trees planted to provide shade and
also visually relieve the parking area. Trees are clear stemmed and
have clear line of sight beneath. The berm widens out in this sector
so the stopbank and path along the top is directed away from the
river. The promenade can be connected to from steps and ramps
from Rutherford Street. A riverside access path follows the river edge
between the rock rip rap river edge and the wetland.

The Tirohanga sector has a relatively close spatial relationship with the
western hill escarpment, albeit separated by SH2. Groups of native trees
are proposed to visually connect between the vegetated escarpment
and the river. The landscape is more natural and less formal than the
sector downstream closer to the city centre. Parking is retained and
provided for near the current intersection of SH2 and Melling Bridge.
Changes to the intersection, following investigations underway by
NZTA, could significantly change the character of this sector with grade
separated on and off ramps and local road connections making a
more urban and infrastructure dominated landscape. The access is
predominantly linear in form with a higher path closer to the highway
and a lower path closer to the river edge. The existing rock rip rap
edge to the river remains in place and will be inter planted with toetoe,
flaxes and sedges.   The remnants of preglacial forest exist in this sector
and these will be interpreted in the landscape.

The Eastern Hutt sector has wide berms which allows for a diversity of
spaces to be formed. The current character of undulating landscape
with dotted shade trees will be retained. Planting in groups will also
be interspersed with open grassed areas to provide a sequence of
experiences through this sector, via a lower berm track and upper
berm paths with good sight lines to the stopbank path. Vehicle access
is already provided with the ex bowling club parking. The parking area
and access is retained and formed. The carpark will be connected by
a path to the river and a ramp formed that provides a facility for small
boats to be carried down (eg kayaks and the like) and launched. The
current lawn bowls and coquet greens will be opened up (currently
heavily vegetated and fenced) and retained for use informally for
sports events. Adjacent and upstream of Melling Bridge a naturally
forming swimming hole will be given improved access. An access
ramp at Melling Link is provided for maintenance vehicles as well as
river users accessing the parking. At Mills Street an access ramp can
be used by cyclists as well as maintenance vehicles only. Steps up from
Mills Street also recognise the more urban interface at this point of the
river. Historically a bridge spanned across to this area upstream of the
current Melling Bridge-the old bridge position will be interpreted in the
landscape.

ECOLOGY:
The wetland on the lower berm demonstrates the functional value of
a wetland in an urban space. Water from urban stormwater systems
and parking passes through a series of wetland frames. Each frame will
have a dominant species responding to the water quality process in
each frame. The monocultural frames, each with their own individual
colour and textural character, create an opportunity for people to
learn about the plant species. At the outlet where the deeper forebay
provides ‘pretreatment’, deeper water type species dominate.
The central frame is the shallowest area, where the water and soil
interactions are the greatest and is dominated by sedges. The outlet
frame is dominated by a deeper rush species where the final sediment
can drop out of suspension prior to discharging into the river.
URBAN INTERFACE:
The city edge to the river corridor is at Rutherford Street where lower
rise and larger format shops (supermarket) and parking areas are
predominant. Access over the stopbank for car parking access occurs
in this sector and a ramp and steps up from Rutherford Street connect
to the access lane adjacent to the supermarket car park. This is the
sector where there is an option for a replacement Melling bridge to
connect to Queens Drive from Melling/SH2 intersection. This bridge
location would conceptually compress the extent of the city core and
differentiate it from the larger format service/commercial areas to the
north.

ECOLOGY:
The terrestrial habitat vegetation area located within this sector
provides a habitat connection with the western hills. The grouping of
native trees has both an understory and taller trees. There is a wetland
proposed which is close to the highway and has an elongated form
sitting between the road and pathway on the upper berm. It will
intercept road runoff and stormwater from western hills outlets. The
rock rip rap inter planting will provide some habitat value and the pool
and riffle sequence through this sector will be supplemented with larger
rocks to generate diversity within the river for aquatic life.
URBAN INTERFACE:
There is an 'infrastructure' edge to the Tirohanga sector in the form
of SH2. There are no adjoining urban land uses apart from the
highway. The residential properties on the hillside have an outlook
to the river. Access from these residential areas is via Tirohanga
Road or Harbourview Road and the SH2 intersection traffic lights.  As
noted above, in the event that the intersection is replaced with an
interchange, the scale of infrastructure will become more significant
an influence on the character of this sector.    However, access for the
river users will need to be retained and car parking in this sector will
continue to provide a valuable amenity for river users.
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ECOLOGY:
There is a more open tree landscape which is more exotic than native
in this sector which provides for the recreational uses and reflects a
more urban context. Stormwater treatment from the car parking area
is proposed.
URBAN INTERFACE
The Eastern Hutt sector has a lower density service commercial and
residential edge. The Melling Bridge 'lands' in the Eastern Hutt sector
and if this is replaced, then some localised changes to the street
network may be required. The stopbank is in its natural repose (ie 1:3.5
slope) in this sector and the urban edge will present as a stopbank
slope. In the residential areas the treatment of the slope can be
developed with residents/property owners. There is a maintenance
access strip at the base of the stopbank and a boundary fence. The
slope treatment can be planted or grassed.

Design

SECTOR 9: BELMONT

SECTOR 10: BOULCOTT

LANDSCAPE:

LANDSCAPE:

Belmont, like Tirohanga, has an adjacency to the western hills and
this is reflected in the landscape.  Closer to Belmont School the open
space breadth is retained as grass for the large part to provide for dog
exercising. A large new wetland provides a more natural and diverse
landscape together with native planting upstream. Car parking is
retained providing direct access for dog walkers. Access through
this sector is via upper and lower berm pathways. A path through the
wetland area provides an opportunity for interpretation for educational
purposes.

In the upper reach of the corridor, the Boulcott sector has an
adjacency to the Boulcott Farm Golf Course. The berm widths here
are relatively wide and ecological enhancement opportunities have
been taken with the terrestrial planting and new wetlands. There is a
wetland near the Transpower substation and at the more upstream
section of Boulcott sector. The Transpower substation area is also the
site of a pā  and this will be an area where the next stage of design
needs to engage mana whenua to a greater extent than has been
possible at this time.

ECOLOGY:

Large groups of native trees will be interspersed with grassed open
spaces to create a diversity of experience when moving through the
area. A central carpark and river edge access for recreational use and
maintenance vehicles rationalises the road and parking. A frisbee golf
area has been incorporate into an area of open space. A planted
haha with a row of unevenly spaced street trees borders Harcourt
Werry Drive, continuing the natural character of this upper reach and
removing the need for bollards or fencing to control vehicles from
accessing the berms.

This area has the greatest terrestrial habitat improvements, containing
a two stage wetland and terrestrial native re vegetation. The wetland
will intercept stormwater from the western hills and filter this prior to
its discharge to the river. The wetland will be designed to enable
access and there are opportunities for educational experiences and
interpretation. A stage one development of this wetland is expected
to be installed prior to the ultimate design being finalised, in order to
test design and maintenance regimes.
The wetland spans the upper and lower berms, providing a diversified
transect of riparian habitat. Its adjacency to a terrestrial vegetation
area further extends the habitat value. The wetland provides a passive
and natural experience, with organic form and native vegetation. It
exhibits a flexible, experimental, and playful character.  Children can
use the space to creatively design temporary spaces using natural
elements with the intent that some of their ‘creations’ will be altered or
washed away in a storm event.
URBAN INTERFACE:
The land use at the interface with this sector is generally infrastructural
in the form of SH2. However, at the northern most end the Belmont
School is adjacent. The parking area in this sector is popular for use by
dog walkers. The Kennedy-Good Bridge is also a presence here and
access paths link under the bridge and over it into this sector.

ECOLOGY:
This area is both high in habitat development and cultural recognition
with two wetlands one near a historic pā site, and the other a terrestrial
habitat re vegetation area. The upstream wetland is more ‘wild" in
character. While the main focus of this space is habitat development
through both aquatic and terrestrial re-vegetation, the wetland offers
a quiet place along the river edge to walk amongst loose pathways.
Located near by are two spur rock structures that project into the
river to improve in-stream habitat and shadier areas created from
the bridge and terrestrial vegetation re vegetation. This area will be a
good fishing spot.   
The pā  area wetland is intended to reference the cultural connection.  
It is prominent as a location, given the convergence of movement
along the river corridor, and across from residential areas to the east.
The wetland contains higher concentrations of flax and raupo species
to highlight the cultural significance of these species.  While tuna eels
will naturally burrow into the wetland edges, a series of pipes or ‘eel
hotels’ are placed along highly visible edges. While the hotels will only
be seen during dry periods when they are unoccupied by tuna, their
presence create opportunities to provide educational signage about
the importance of the species to Māori.  
Several small island areas are formed in the middle of the wetland to
attract waterfowl. Small wicker barriers or stakes, similar to those used
for the fortification of the pā are placed on these islands as roosting
stakes to attract a greater amount of bird species to the wetland. The
cabbage trees along the wetland edge and adjacent tree glade
extend the bird habitat.
URBAN INTERFACE:
There is no urban interface in this area - it adjoins the golf course.
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3.4
3.4.1

Design Elements
Introduction
This section of the report describes the elements that collectively comprise the
landscape, ecology and urban design for the RiverLink project. The elements
are integrated into the design, but are described separately within the following
pages to enable the various considerations, parameters and options to be
articulated. The element pages are structured as described below.

Landscape Design
• River Corridor Access
• Recreation
• Paths
• River Edge
• Land Form
• Art, Furniture, Signage + Lighting
• Vegetation

Ecology
• Wetlands
• Terrestrial Habitat
• Aquatic Habitat

Urban Design
• City Edge Promenade + Park
• Street Spaces
• Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge
• Interfaces
• Westside
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3.5

River Corridor Access

The access to the river from the city context is a
challenge given the requirement for stopbanks to
provide the expected level of flood protection.  A
number of options were considered for access (refer to
section 3.6.1). On average the stopbank heights increase
by an additional 1 metre from that currently.
The accesses need to provide for people walking, cycling
and USING other non-motorised modes, as well as for
private vehicles to access some areas for parking and to
the whole river for maintenance (refer Figure 45). Access
points will also provide a stronger visual connection into
the river. This is particularly important near the CBD as
demonstrated by the pop-up beach trial.
Consideration has been given to a hierarchy of access
types.
The primary access points are from the city centreMargaret Street and Andrews Avenue (Figure 43 and
44 - Types 1a and 1b) being the 'grander' and more
urban and formal. A challenge has been to provide
the ramp and step structures up to the stopbank height
without impinging on the functionality of the two streets.
Options for large ramp structures down into the streets
were tested, but they tended to dominate the street
spaces, required large heavy structures for support,
and generated barriers for cross street movements. The
approach has been to build the ramps and steps into the
stopbanks. An expectation is that these stair and ramp
forms, as well as any walls or associated structures, are of
a high quality and 'civic' in their character.
The more secondary access points (Types 1c and 1d) are
either steps only, or ramps and steps. These are typically
in both the more residential area urban interfaces
where the use levels are less frequent, and where the
accesses need to reflect the residential street context
and structures kept to a smaller scale; and in the city
centre where the accesses align with existing lane ways.
Some 'softening' of these accesses in residential areas is
proposed through landscape treatment (refer Mills Street
concept for example-figure 41).

The vehicle accesses to parking are reduced in the city
centre to one point from Rutherford Street. The existing
access at Melling to the ex bowling club parking is
retained.
Along Harcourt Werry Drive the current informal parking
along the road edge is formalised into one central
parking bay.  This bay can be sized as appropriate but is
bollarded to prevent vehicles from accessing the berms.
It is proposed to control vehicles from accessing the
berms from Harcourt Werry Drive by vegetated rock piles
alongside the road and tree planting.
Access for maintenance is required which includes both
light vehicles (Figures 41 and 42) and heavy vehicles
(trucks and diggers) for managing gravel, rock and post
flood works.  These have been maintained at the points
indicated.
Assumptions in the river corridor access design are:
•

that the primary cycle access from the WellingtonMelling cycleway will be via Pharazyn Street-not
Bridge Street - once the RiverLink project is developed

•

that Daly Street promenade is given effect to as
proposed to enable traffic to be withdrawn and to
enable walking and cycle connections to have less
conflict points to the river from city

•

that Andrews Ave and Margaret Street will be
reformed to allocate a greater amount/higher quality
of space to accessible walking and cycle movement

•

that car parking numbers within the city side berms
can be reduced (and crossings thus removed)
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19
Figure 41: Concept Visualisation - Mills Street

18
Figure 42: Concept Visualisation - Melling Road

8
Figure 43:Concept Visualisation - Andrews Avenue

11
Figure 44: Concept Visualisation - Margaret Street

Design

Applicable Design Principles

Key Design Considerations
•

Vehicle access to car parks on river bank (reduced
numbers)

•

Not feasible (reduced flood resilience) to 'cut through'
stopbanks to reduce height of steps/ramps or improved
inter visibility - river/city

•

Access for maintenance vehicles to be retained/provided

•

Access to be provided to key cycle/walk networks such as
the Hutt River trail and the Petone to Melling walk/cycleway

•

New Zealand Standards for accessibility to be achieved

•

Access up to existing/new bridges to be retained

•

Hierarchy of accesses to reflect role in city street/
connection networks

12

9

How they are applied
• Interaction of the city street grid (east west/ streets) and the curving shapes of the stopbanks
reflect interplay between ‘natural’ and urban’ form. Make ‘In’ not ‘On’ structures – forms that are
integrated with/within the stop-bank whilst retaining height and integrity of stopbank performance.

Principle 1 - Context driven
Principle 2 - Choice of multiple
experiences

• Sequential experience of accesses by shaping and positioning to reveal views, signal arrival and
to celebrate the process of moving to the river - hierarchy of access points responds to street
network and adjacent land uses.

Principle 3 - Reducing the visual
impact of stop bank/channel

• Service infrastructure placed so as not to obstruct the access or views. Treating the stopbank in a
sculptural way

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise
visual connections and access

• Fluid movement from urban interface up to and onto the stop-bank, then down to river. Establish a
clear hierarchy of access types (by breadth, steps, walls, ramps etc) to the river that relates to the
intended function of the city centre streets and spaces. Enhance the sense of the river’s presence
from the city by vertical elements - eg trees

17

14

23

24

6

7

4

8

10

25

11
15

18

20

5

1*

22

19

16*
13

21
26

3
2*

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

• Ramp: 2.5m min wide +
Min 1:12 grade (Ideally
1:20)
• Steps: 3m min width. Refer to
NZ Building Code, D1, Figure
11 - Zone 4

Ewen Bridge West
Ewen Bridge East
High Street South
Marsden/ Bridge Street
Daly Street South
Williams Grove
Daly Street Mid-block (Laneway)
Andrews Avenue
Pharazyn Street South
Dudley Street Street (Laneway)
Margret Street (Ped Bridge Connector)
Pharazyn Street Mid (Ped Bridge Connector)
Rutherford Street South
Block Road South
Rutherford Street North
Melling Bridge
Block Road North
Melling Road
Mill Street
Connolly Street
Harcourt Werry Drive South
Harcourt Werry Drive Mid
Groundsell Cresent
Belmont School
Fairway Drive
Harcourt Werry Drive North

* Denotes access point which dont change

Access Types
Pedestrian/Cycle 1a

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Pedestrian/Cycle 1b
• Ramp: 2.5m min wide +
Min 1:12 grade (Ideally
1:20)
• Steps: 2m min width. Refer to
NZ Building Code, D1, Figure
11 - Zone 4

Pedestrian/ Cycle 1c
• Ramp: Wheeling ramp on steps
only
• Steps: 2m min width. Refer to
NZ Building Code, D1, Figure
11 - Zone 4

Pedestrian/Cycle 1d
• 2.5m min wide at grade
access

Public/ Heavy Maintenance Vehicle
• Refer to Local Authority + Austroads
Standards

Heavy Maintenance Access
• Ramp: 4m min wide and max
1:20 grade
Light Maintenance Access
• Ramp: 3m min wide and max
1:12.5 grade

Figure 45: River Corridor Access
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3.5.1

Access options

Options for Margaret St Access

Options for Andrews Ave Access

Figure 44: Concept 1 - Stairs and Lift

Figure 47: Concept 1 - Pedestrian crossing and stairs

Figure 45: Concept 2 - Central ramp, stairs and lift

Figure 48: Concept 2 - Stairs to bridge structure with lift integrated

Figure 46: Concept 3 - Offset ramp and lift

Figure 49: Concept 3 - Stairs to bridge structure with lift integrated

There were several design approaches considered to
determine the preliminary design for access to the river,
especially from the main city interface (refer Figures 4450). These included:
•

stairs are the existing modes for gaining access up the
stopbank. Various configurations of stairs have been
considered (refer concept 1,2 and 3). The concepts
considered most appropriate integrate the stair with
the stopbank, provide a generosity of scale and invite
use - they are legible to the extent that they run off
the city street grid.

•

extending a ramp or stairs out into city streets (refer
concept 2) to enable a crossing of an active Daly
Street. The implications of this were large costs
due to extensive structures and the impact on
the streetscape of such structures. These would
potentially inhibit the businesses on the street. Spaces
under the ramps and stairs are typically poor quality.
The issue of 'bridging' Daly Street has been overcome
to some extent by removing Daly Street's function as a
through route.

•

mechanical accesses (refer concept 1, 2, and 3)
have been considered such as lifts and escalators.
These have not been incorporated as they are
typically an infrastructural cost and require constant
maintenance and power to operate. The concept of
lifts or escalators can best be incorporated into future
buildings that interface with the river promenade.

•

the potential to 'cut through' the stopbank (perhaps
in the more primary access-Andrews Ave) to provide
a more at-grade direct connection has been
considered.  This would require a 'flood gate' type
structure to seal off the cut in the event of a flood.  
This system has not been considered favourably due
to the flood risk from failure of either the structure or
the operation system. The benefit would be a more
visible connection to the river from the city and much
easier access for people of all mobility and all modes
(walking/cycle etc)
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Access types explored

Seating edges
Bike Ramp

NOTE: Refer to the NZ Building code, D1 Access routes - Figure 11

Stairs: Functional vs Generous

Terraces and Stairs

Lift

Escalator
Min 1:12 (ideally 1:20)

NOTE: Refer to the NZ Building code, D1 Access routes - Table 3

Separated Steps and Ramp

Exterior Lift or Escalator and Stairs

Stopbank

Flood Gate
Stopbank

Steps and Ramp Hybrid

Flood Gate

Figure 50: Options Diagrams and Graphics
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3.6

Recreation

The Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River is a highly valued
recreation asset for the city and region. There are more
than 1 million users of the river trails annually. The survey
undertaken by Rob Greenaway and Associates has
provided valuable insights into the types of recreation
use and use patterns (refer section 2).

•

recognising that RiverLink is a 3km section of Te Awa
Kairangi/Hutt River and not all recreation activities
need to be represented within it

•

recognising that in the urban interface areasespecially the city centre section-that recreation
includes programmed events as well as more urban
pursuits such as lunch time sitting areas, cafe, kiosks,
and supporting amenities

The design response for RiverLink has been to improve the
recreational functionality and experience by:
•

•

•

enhancing the range of landscapes and spaces
along the river so it is less generic and more variedthis allows different activities to occur and for spaces
to be programmed for big and small events
enhancing the places where there are comfortable
places to sit and be stationary in the river, rather
than the current focus of linear movement along the
corridor
enhancing the places where people can access the
river, and use large rocks and some limited and simple
replaceable structures that can support swimming,
small boat use and fishing spots

•

addressing the safety of some areas (including the
city centre section) where there is currently a sense
of poor personal safety by applying CPTED principles
to sight lines to paths and vegetation areas as well as
passive surveillance

•

locating car parking in discrete areas that facilitate
public access (eg for dog walking /exercise area)

•

providing for multiple uses to occur within spaces-for
example large river rocks can provide seating, play
and for flood protection

•

providing a hierarchy of pathways that allow for
people to move at different speeds along the river
corridor

•

enhancing water quality as far as practicable to
enable swimming, paddling, and also fish habitat and
fishing activity

Assumptions in recreation design are:
•

that HCC and GWRC events coordinators will be
engaged in further stages of design to ensure
appropriate flexibility in areas/facilities and safety in
design

•

that recreation users groups are further engaged with
to assist in design for some elements (eg rock areas for
fishers)

•

that further trial concepts for recreational uses
(like thepopup container), to test a range of use
concepts in conjunction with events coordinators, be
undertaken

•

that specific engagement is made with both young
and older people to develop design concepts that
reflect their range of interests in order that the river
corridor is made as attractive to people as possible

•

that boats/small craft infrastructure and river
design is optimised to facilitate the greatest access
practicable while addressing flood passage, and
maintenance requirements.

Linear skating features
Direct access

Informal seating
Small boat landing

1
Figure 51: Concept visualisation showing various recreational opportunities
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Sculpture walk

Primary walk/cycleway

Design

Key Design Considerations/Parameters

Applicable Design Principles

•

User Intercept Survey Report by Rob Greenaway and
Associates-findings

•

Address lack of places for people to be at or by the river

•

Provide for flexiblity in spaces that can be used for various
events and informally for a range of actvities

•

Address conflicts by spaces/choices for potentially conflicting
actvities-eg cyclist types

•

Design for range of uses-eg rocks protecting areas also
for sitting on, playing on; or paths that in some places are
skateable.

How they are applied

Principle 2 - Choice of multiple experiences

• Providing diverse landscapes which accommodate various existing and new
activities

Principle 4 - Multi-functional spaces

• Utilising/treating previously homogenous landscapes so they serve multiple
functions at a range of times

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise visual
connections and access

• Ensuring specific and non-specific recreation opportunities are well connected
physically and visually to ensure greater use

Specific Infrastructure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Small Boat Landing
Linear Skate Park
River Jump Platform
Formal River Edge Seating
Rock River Crossing
Multisport Carpark
River Jump Platform
River Edge Ramp
Carpark - Access to activities
Carpark - Access to activites
Access track to beach for fishing or
other water sports
12. Defined dog play area

12
5
3

4

8

7

13

6

14

10

11

15

9

16

2
1

Note: General recreation has been
considered and provided for. Please
refer to other applicable sections.

Opportunities
Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

2

5

6

8

4

13

14

3

7

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

13.
14.
15.
16.

Seasonal Volley Ball Courts
Informal Sports Feilds
Freestyle Bike Track
Golf Frisbee

15

16

11

12
Figure 52: Recreation
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3.7

Paths

The paths elements include walking, cycle, other
wheeled mobility types (eg wheelchairs, mobility scooter,
pushchairs) and need also to provide for motorised
vehicles where maintenance access is needed. The
paths of the existing Hutt River Trail are well utilised
and there has been a progressive upgrading of these
including asphalting.

•

that material for paths can be developed with a
longer term whole of life cost consideration-asphalt
may be more susceptible to ripping up in flood and
concrete may be more expensive initially but be more
durable if foundations are considered. Options should
be considered in the next stages of design.

The design approach has been to recognise the
hierarchy of paths that are currently provided (albeit of
various and not necessarily consistent standards) and
to rationalise these to a consistent approach across
RiverLink.

•

that way finding for paths (see also furnture elements)
is important and requires some signage, and needs to
both reflect a 'whole of corridor' and even city wide
sign strategy, but should also be intuitive (ie given
sight lines and material consistency).

The types of path are graded from the highest order
which is the new promenade (currently there is no
comparable format-see Type 1a) to the informal track
type (2b).

•

that paths across the river may be possible at low
flows, especially where there are riffles formed as
water transfers from pool to pool. Providing material
for people to form informal paths across the river using
loose larger rocks that can be handled should be
provided for by leaving these at beach locations.

•

that paths that are obscured from view from other
paths or adjacent land uses present higher risk to
personal safety. Parts of the river are percieved to be
unsafe and these will be remedied in the design of
the RiverLink section. An expectation is that where a
path experience is deliberately intended to feel more
within a bush context, that there is an alternative
path available to users who want a more open path
to their destination. Typically paths are designed so
that users can have line of sight to another path or to
adjacent land uses (eg houses) or road traffic and car
drivers for passive surveillance.

Spatially the primary paths are along the top of the
stopbank where the level of use is expected to be free
flowing and linear movement and where the risk of
damage from flood is lowest (refer Figure 55).  There is
limited space on stopbank tops for lateral movement
(except where slope and steps/ramps accommodate).
The exception is the promenade which is wider
(provisionally 11m wide) and where stopping/sitting
places can be provided (both adjacent to new building
edges and the riverside) in conjunction with linear
movement. The secondary paths are on the berms and
typically there are both surfaced paths and loose gravel
tracks.

1
Figure 53: Concept visualisation - Melling Road access/ Primary walkway interface

Figure 54: Material Palette - Inspiration from the
use of local aggregates which are sustainable
and readily sourced and can be maintained
readily. Also use of timber which reflect the
historical forested valley. Vertical elements
are proposed to recognise path wayfinding
importance.

The maintenance vehicles (sometimes heavy) are
expected to use the secondary paths and tracks.
Assumptions for the design of paths include:
•

that levels of service following floods will be
developed by GWRC and HCC to provide the
community with a guide as to expectations-primary
paths can be expected to be accessible quickly and
tracks-especially closer to the river, may take more
time to reinstate.
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Figure 55: Example of damage currently occurring during floods

Design

Applicable Design Principles

Key Design Considerations/Parameters

How they are applied
• Interconnecting pathways of various sizes, materials, durability, texture and tone
weaving around, over and within the landscape

•

Material durability given exposure to flooding and
maintenance.

•

Hierarchy of paths - speeds of movement (design out conflict
points) - slow/fast/stop/start - as well as different experience open/enclosed

Principle 2 - Choice of multiple experiences

•

CPTED principles

•

Access for heavy maintenance vehicles required

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise visual
connections and access

•

Austroad standards as minimum.

•

Various levels of mobility provided for in some places

Principle 1 - Enhance context response

• Pathways positioned to embrace the contouring landscape, linking different
environments and provided adequate access to key points of interest
• Integrating maintenance access and public access. Establishing ephemeral
pathways across seasonal landscapes and providing features on, alongside or as
on off shot for different experiences

Principle 4 - Multi-functional spaces

• Establish clear and accessible connections to a continuous 'Primary' pathway at
the top of the stopbanks. Connecting ‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ pathways from
there into the river landscape to provide accessible access to the remaining
landscape

Path Location: Indicative Only

Other Features
Potential pedestrian bridge
Proposed Petone Normandale walk/cycleway
Planned city centre
cycle lanes

1

Hutt River Trail
Proposed slow speed
zone (Refer to 5.2 Street
Spaces section)
Exisiting road

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Willow edges

Areas to be determined

Primary 1a

Primary 1b

Secondary 2a

Secondary 2b

Tertiary

Urban edge promenade connecting a proposed built edge to an urban
landscape

Path along the top of the stopbank
where urban edge promenade
doesn't exist

Path along the upper berm
and connections from
'primary' and 'tertiary' paths

Temporal ‘secondary' paths
mown throughout corridor

Path travels next to rock lined river edge
or behind willows edge protection

Timber clad concrete service lane lid

Concrete

Concrete

Concrete

Grass

Bridges in some
locations

Walk/Cycleway /
Maintenance Track

5m

Mower width
Walk/Cycleway

Walk/Cycleway

2.3m

Riverside

Walk/Cycleway

Roadside

3.0m
Riverside

Walk/Cycleway

6m
Funiture/ Lighting

2m

Walkway

Hospitality

3m
Urban edge

Proposed Beaches

Gravel or bridge

Figure 56: Paths
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3.8

River Edge

The landscape and ecological design has largely been
influenced by the engineering design which must be
sufficiently robust to hold stable the river channel in a
range of flood events.  
Within the typical edge treatments (overleaf) there
has been consideration given to the optimal form that
enables both ecological improvements (refer to section
4) and landscape and access improvements.
To optimise the design for these different needs the
approach has been to:
•

provide a tertiary level of access path alongside the
river in most places that enables access for heavy
machines to the rock edge (rip rap) for maintenance
purposes (refer Figures 57 - 62)

•

design specific locations for access to the river that
will be maintained and which respond to the river
design-eg beach locations (refer Figures 57, 59, 62)

•

provide places for people to both undertake activities
and spend time being by the river

•

allow for people to get out into the river (refer Figures
58, 60)

•

supplement the rock rip rap edges with native
planting for additional aquatic habitat (refer Figure
60).

1
Figure 57: Concept visualisation showing river edge small craft landing

3
Figure 59: Concept visualisation showing river edge seating and steps

2
Figure 58: Concept visualisation showing river edge jump platform

4
Figure 60: Concept visualisation showing edge of stepping stone river crossing

Key design parameters include:
•

that levels of service following floods will be
developed by GWRC and HCC to provide the
community with a guide as to expectations for reestablishment

•

that edges will be floodable in their design

•

that structures and planting will not unduly restrict
flood flows or increase the erosion risk

•

that typically there is no vehicle access except for
maintenance

5
Figure 61: Concept visualisation showing river edge jump platform
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Figure 62: Concept visualisation showing river edge ramp

Design

Key Design Considerations

Applicable Design Principles

How they are applied

•

River engineering requiring either rock or vegetated edge
protection in specific locations

Principle 2 - Choice of multiple experiences

•

Fluctuations in river levels and the severity of flood periods
requiring structures to be durable and structurally sound

Principle 4 - Multi-functional spaces

• Varying the edge treatment of the channel will create physical and
visual diversity along with river. With the addition of amenity structures
providing different opportunities to utilise the edge of the river
• Primarily providing edge protection near the river whilst also providing
great opportunity for recreational pursuits

Principle 5 - Water sensitive design/flood resilience

•

Maintenance access to the river edge required to service
edge protection and additional structures

•

Safety in design of structures encouraging public interaction

Principle 8 - Instill Identity

• Soften edges in places to provide habitat and water treatment
• Providing opportunities along the edge to engage with the river, views
or other points of interest. Planting native plants to provide opportunity
for cultural practices as well as providing opportunity for education and
public engagement with native ecosystems

with both the structure and river

Edge Features

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6

5

Small Boat Landing
River Jump Platform
Formal River Edge Seating/ Steps
Rock River Crossing
River Jump Platform
River Edge Ramp

2
1

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

Typical Edge Treatments
Willows or
Poplars

Secondary Path
2H:1V
Tertiary Path

Tertiary Path
Max 2H:1V

Max 2H:1V

3H:1V

Tertiary Path

Gravel Beach

Riprap/ Rock Lining

Exotic Tree

Native Low Planting

Schematic section showing typical rock lined edge along lower berm
or upper berm where lower berm exists

Schematic section highlighting the typical tree lined edge

Schematic section highlighting the typical native grasses edge
Figure 63: River Access
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3.9

Landform

A principle of the landscape design has been to work
with the river design engineering to generate landscape
character through landform manipulation (refer Figure
64).
Parameters that have driven the landforms for the river
are principally those relating to the flood protection
performance. These include the need for higher
stopbanks than currently, which have a typical slope
to enable maintenance and resilience, as well as river
channel and berm forms that enable passage of flood
waters.

Grading Transition - Example
Z

The standard cross sectional design for the river landform
is thus stopbanks of some 4m height either side of
the river, a slope on the stopbank of 3.5 (horizontal):1
(vertical), flat berms (upper and lower) between
stopbanks and river of a minimum of 15/20m, and an
edge to the river channel.

Y

However, there are undulating areas in the existing river
landscape and it is proposed to introduce more of this
undulations into the river berms (refer to Figures 65).
The character of the river will be influenced by the way
in which undulations are used. It is intended to shape
the stopbanks in the city section in forms that are more
'ordered', and in the wider more 'natural' character areas
use forms that are more flowing and organic.

South of City Centre

X
Figure 64: Manipulating the current river berm profile will change the experience of
the landscape. Within the more open and 'natural' areas of the river the forms can be
gradual and organic in form. In the city centre section the forms may be more formal and
ordered.

There will be limits to the extent of undulations that will
enable flood flows and will be resilient to scouring and
these will vary accordingly to where along the river they
occur. However, the next stage of design can further
refine the nature of these landforms and test these within
the flood design model.  There is sufficient confidence
in the current proposals to progress with the design
concept.

City Centre

City Centre

North of City Centre

Existing landscape north of Melling Bridge
Figure 65: Landform examples
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Key Design Considerations

How they are applied

Applicable Design Principles

•

Typically max 3.5H x 1V slopes for maintenance purposes.
Places exceeding this require different maintenance which in
places would be acceptable

•

Flood water capacity and flow

•

Accessibility for people to traverse the landscape where
paths may or may not exist

•

Stopbanks and berms currently designed based on typical
cross-section however not ruling out more specific grading
design in future design stages

• Principle 1 - Historic river forms

• River forms to influence grading forms

• Principle 2 - Reduce visual impact of the stop bank

• Grading forms to break the 'engineered' nature of existing landscape

• Principle 4 - Multi-functional spaces

• Landscape grading to be designed to provide diverse spatial experience
and the opportunity for play/seating

• Principle 8 - Instill Identity

• Grade forms in locations to provide vantage point to the landscape,
reference landscape dynamics or historic infrastructure such as bridges
or cultural occupancy

Grading Opportunities
3

3

3

3

Naturalised grading

2

Transition: Naturalised to
urban landforms north to
south and city to river
Transition: Urban forms
influenced by the city
grid and natural forms of
historic and proposed river
alignments

2

1
1

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

1. Old bridge alignment
2. Old Melling Bridge alignment
3. Extend new bridge
architecture forms into the
landscape

Sketch Typical Cross Section
Sketch alternatives. Detailed engineering required

Figure 63: River Access

Stopbank 3.5H : 1V

Upper Berm

Batter
2H : 1V Lower Berm

Batter
2H : 1V

Beach

River Channel

Rip Rap
2H : 1V

Lower Berm

Batter
2H : 1V

Upper Berm

Stopbank 3.5H : 1V

Proposed Changes
Manipulating the typical cross section above by varying slopes, heights, alignments and profiles will allow the landscape to transition from what is currently a flood defence profile extruded along the entire reach, to one
which transitions from a naturalised to a more contemporary landscape depending on the adjacent context resulting in a more dynamic/ diverse park-like landscape
Naturalised Landscape-Landscape seamlessly transitions organically merging with other adjacent landscapes
Urban Landscape-Seamless transitions inspired by river forms mix with abrupt intersections referencing the city grid
Figure 66: Landforms
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3.10 Art, Furniture, Signage and Lighting
The current preliminary design phase has not moved to
the level of considering the type or placement of the
furniture, art, lighting or other elements that are expected
to be incorporated in the project.

•

the purpose designing furniture within the RiverLink
project in the city section where the expectation of
its quality should be higher than the standard existing
furniture types along the river generally.

However, the expectations and assumptions in the design
for these elements are presented in the following pages.
It is assumed that consideration will be given in the
following stage of design to parameters including:

•

the assumption is that the wider river area (beyond
the city section) will receive furniture also but this
should be considered with the furniture design for
the wider corridor. The consistency and quality of
the wider river area furniture and signage needs
consideration as an action from the Hutt River
Environmental Strategy.

•

placing 'finer' design details such as lighting and
seating, in areas where flooding is less frequent-higher
up stopbanks/atop stopbanks.

•

using the elements that underpin the river corridor
engineering works-landforms, rock, walls-as having
additional functional use as places for people to use
to sit, play or gain access to the river.

•

designing in an integrated way - eg signs with steps, or
lights with seats-so the landscape is uncluttered and
the risks of flood damage are minimised from reduced
extent of the foundations to scour or entrap debris.

•

using  both fixed elements and ephemeral moveable
elements that recognise the opportunity for people
to 'colonise' spaces for themselves. For example,
boulders that can be shifted or built up, or put into the
river to step on, or sat on on berms, or played on.

•

'localising' the project so people recognise it as
part of Lower Hutt city can be achieved through
referencing historical use and occupation-eg pa, old
bridge locations. The use of art can help to achieve
this so interpretation is revealed or discovered rather
than overtly expressed (by an interpretation board for
example). A strategy for art within the design should
be considered.

•

lighting which is expected to be provided for on the
primary path on the stopbank-a bollard or in-ground
light will prevent structures impacting on stopbank
integrity. In the promenade area lighting may be
fixed to buildings, in-ground or as light poles.
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Land Forms

Land Art/
Sculpture

Bridge
Architecture

River Elements Moveable/Fixed Integrated
as Furniture
Furniture
Signage

Integrated
Furniture

Lighting

Figure 67: Furniture and other elements examples

Design

Key Design Considerations

How they are applied

Applicable Design Principles

•

Development of art strategy with interest groups and the Hutt
City Council

•

CPTED principles along with safety in design

Principle 4 - Multi-functional spaces

• Provide a range activities and uses for design elements as furniture
as well as provide opportunities for educational references or
diverse art installations

•

Existing furniture and signage to be considered and
potentially integrated or developed upon. Durability of
furniture from floods and vandalism is important

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise connections and
accesses

• Lighting will allow some spaces to be inhabited safely at night.
Explore opportunities to integrate furniture, art/ land art and signage

•

Recommendations of the Hutt River Environmental Strategy
should be applied to the design

Principle 8 - Instill Identity

• Place elements throughout river corridor in conjunction with other
uses whilst promoting access points by clustering infrastructure to
heighten their perceived importance

Principle 2 - Choice of experience

• Consider elements which are reflective of ‘place’ telling a story of
the area

Art
5

3

Bridge Architecture

4

7

9

Note: Sculpture sites to be
identified in the future

9
1

6

8

2

8

7

Recognise in design

5

2

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

Historic Features

1. Wesleyan Cemetery
2. Old rail bridge alignment
3. Richard Barton’s 1842 temporary
abode (Indicative Location)
4. Melling Peat’ fossil forest bed
(Podocarpus spicatus, Laurelia
novae-zealandiae)
5. First location of Melling Bridge
6. Maraenuka Pā
7. Wetland education signage
8. Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River 1840s
9. Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River 1940s

Note: Wayfinding signage should developed
as part of river/city strategy

Furniture
1

Existing Signage

2

3

5

6

Existing Furniture/ Damage

New contemporary furniture

Note: Outside the above zone furniture should be  
consistent with river trail furniture palette

Lighting
Inground/pole promenade or bollard lighting
feature lighting
Bridge lighting. Refer to bridge
architecture design section and apendix
Carpark lighting/electricity for markets
Figure 68: Furniture and other elements
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3.11 Vegetation
The current river landscape has a limited diversity of
vegetation types-combinations of mostly mown grass,
willows for river bank stabilisation, and isolated individual
exotic trees or low level/shrubby planting. The planting
placement (apart from the willow on banks) appears to
be somewhat random or unplanned as a whole.

•

trees are spaced off stopbank toes by some 10m as
a minimum to prevent scour risk to stopbanks in flood
events.

•

willows for river edge protection are used as required
by flood engineering design.

The proposed planting approach follows a spatial
framework (refer to section 3.3) that identifies the
character sought from each sector of the RiverLink
section of the river.
Broadly the city centre sectors (Ewen to Melling Bridges)
have a more formal design. Trees are exotic (except at
the river edges where shrubs are native) and typically
formal in their arrangement. There are good levels of
visual permeability to assist with surveillance. Mown
grass beneath provides places for people to sit or pass
through.
In the sectors further upstream (Melling to Kennedy Good
Bridges) the planting takes on a more naturalistic form.
Tree types are more native and include 'forest' which has
a full canopy and understory.
The parameters, especially in relation to the need for
flood passage, have influenced vegetation design as
has the need for maintenance and personal safety. For
these reasons the vegetation design response has been:
•

denser vegetation (forest) with a mass that has
ecological value is limited to the areas where berms
are of width to allow flood waters to pass around,
and where alternative paths can be located to allow
choice and provide for inter-path passive surveillance.

•

tree spacing on berms which are not 'forest' or willow
edge allows for grass beneath and space for mowing.

•

trees on the stopbank are limited to areas where they
can be contained in below ground containers to
prevent root damage to stopbanks.

A
Formal Tree Groups

D
Wetland Planting

E
B

Podocarp Forest

Trees - Mown understorey

F
Shrub Planting
C
Trees - Planted understorey

G
Grass only

Figures 69: Vegetation types
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Applicable Design Principles

Key Design Considerations

How they are applied

Principle 1 - Enhance context response
Principle 2 - Choice of multiple experiences

•

Personal safety-no entrapment areas, good passive
surveillance and choices through or past

•

Maintenance requirement practices

•

Integrity of the flood defence design that allows flood
waters to pass

Principle 5 - Improve stormwater quality and
reinstate biological and landscape diversity

•

Ecological diversity improvements

•

Identity/ character of the sectors and RiverLink section of
river

Principle 6 - Encourage interaction with the river's
natural processes and flexibility in the design to
respond to river processes and maintenanace
regimes

Principle 3 - Reduce visual impact of the stopbank

• Vegetation is a hybrid of the existing character of large exotics, which have been
used traditionally for flood protection, mixed with native vegetation which aims to
reestablish bio and experiential diversity in the river corridor
• The vegetation typologies identified give a spectrum of landscape experience for
users
• The scale and character of trees and smaller vegetation provide definition to open
space between
• Vegetation to varying degrees will help to improve stormwater quality. Some areas
such as the wetlands have been specifically designed for this purpose. Refer to the
ecology section of this report.

A Formal Grid Trees
Historic or proposed
bridge locations
B

Trees - Mown Understorey

C Trees - Planted Understorey
D Wetland Planting
E

Podocarp Forrest

F

Shrub Planting

G Grass Only

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

Indicative Vegetation Palette
A Formal Grid Trees

B Trees - Mown Understorey

C Trees - Planted Understorey

D Wetland Planting

E Podocarp Forrest

F

Shrub Planting

G Grass Only

Figure 70: Vegetation
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4. Ecology
4.1

Wetlands

Multi-purpose wetlands will treat urban stormwater and
replicate natural wetland communities to increase local
biodiversity. The wetland water source is the urban
area stormwater, rather than the Te Awa Kairangi/
Hutt River river water itself. Some twenty prospective
wetland locations were considered. Through an iterative
evaluation process applying parameters for river
engineering, pipe invert levels, catchment size, berm
widths, landscape character/function, and operations
and maintenance risks, five wetlands are now proposed.  

Wetland Elements

Typical wetland elements and banded bathemetry design

Low Flow Diversion Inlet
Sedimentation Forebay

Large Event FlowThrough Pipe

Water quality improvement

Low flow diversions will direct the first flush flows from the
stormwater pipes into wetland spaces, while larger flows
continue within the primary stormwater pipe outlet to the
river using a banded bathymetry design (Refer Figure
71). Wetland plants are typical of those in lower terrace
native wetlands and cope with periodic flooding while
trapping and treating stormwater flows from urbanised
catchments. The plant selection has focused on
species and communities that will not require frequent
maintenance and which can compete with exotic
invasive semi-wetland species. The wetlands' areas have
been sized to be large enough to be of ecological value.  
The wetland plant palette extends along the lower berms
of the floodplain to provide a consistent landscape
character and habitat connection along the linear
corridor.
It is important that the wetlands are seamlessly merged
with the surrounding landscape and other designed
elements, to ‘make place’. Each wetland is designed
to exhibit an identity and functional purpose. Wetlands
planned near the city centre incorporate urban forms,
and less developed areas merge with the topography
of the river channel to enhance natural characteristics.
While all of the wetlands offer learning opportunities by
exhibiting natural processes, the wetland near Belmont
School is specifically intended as an outdoor education
area. Here, children can learn about water quality,
habitat, and flora and fauna within the river floodplain.  
Because the proposed wetlands are located at the ‘end
of pipe’, the ability to realise major water quality gains
for the river are limited. However, they are an important
first step to a more comprehensive approach to the
ecosystem services of the floodplain.   

Wetland Values

Habitat

KEY
>0m - 0.3m wet margin
>0.3m - 0.6m shallow zone
>0.6m - 1m deep zone
>1m - 1.5m forebay

Recreation and aesthetic amenity

Rip-Rap Weir Outlet

Banded Bathymetry System
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Education
Figure 71: Wetland Design

Figure 72: Wetland Design Character

Ecology

Applicable Design Principles 		
				

Key Design Considerations
• The governing factors are stormwater pipe outlet invert levels,
the berm space available for placement, and the need to
manage and maintain wetland through flood events.

How they are applied

Principle 5 - Improve water quality
from urban catchments and enhance
biological, landscape, and habitat
diversity.

• Wetlands are sized using ARC Technical Publication #10
Water Quality Volume (WVQ) Standards. Sizing 1/3 of 2-year
storm event.

•

Wetlands located at urban catchment outlets capture the 'first flush' stormwater runoff
containing the highest concentration of contaminants.

•

Wetlands use a banded bathymetry design to promote fluctuating water levels and
meandering flow paths, providing a greater diversity of planting zones and sediment and
filtration processes to improve water quality.

•

The density, location and species composition of native vegetation within wetlands,
along with variations in landform, create microclimates and habitat niches to enhance
biodiversity.

•

Wetlands merge with the surrounding landscape and with other designed elements,
providing opportunities for people to observe and interact with the natural processes of the
system. Each wetland is designed to exhibit an individual identity and functional purpose
that responds to the surrounding context, ultimately 'making place'.

•

The wetland plant palette is repeated in other areas along the lower berm of the floodplain
to continue the design language and habitat connection throughout the linear corridor.

•

The wetland plant species typically require infrequent maintenance and can compete with
exotic invasive semi-wetland species common in the landscape.

• A low flow diversion channel or pipe is necessary to divert low
flows into the wetland, while allowing larger flows to continue
to the river through the primary outlet.
• A sedimentation forebay slows runoff to promote sediments
to fall out of suspension prior to discharge into the main
wetland area. The forebay volume is 10% of the required
WQV and is the main focus of maintenance activities
involving sediment removal.
• Adequate soil depth and composition, water fluctuation
depths, and diverse plant communities are chosen to support
the combination of physical, chemical and biological
processes that allow wetland systems to absorb, transform,
sequester, and remove contaminants.

Principle 6 - Encourage interaction
with the river and wetland natural
processes and flexibility in design
to respond to river and wetland
processes and maintenance regimes

• A riprap weir outlet helps to regulate water levels, while
providing an overflow spillway for emergency overflows.

3

1

Wetland Location &
Identity

riprap
4
spillway

Wetland
Existing Stormwater Outlet

2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

Urban Fabric
Cultural Connection
Traditional Riparian Form
Outdoor Education
Wildland

Note: the layout and edge protection of wetland
Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

#3 will be reviewed during the detailed design
phase

Common NameName
Toe Toe
Swamp flax
Rautahi
Umbrella sedge
Spreading swamp sedge
Pukio
Swamp sedge
Umbrella sedge

Depth

Austroderia fulvida
Phormium tenax
Carex geminata
Cyperus ustulatus
Carex lessoniana
Carex secta
Carex virgata
Cyperus ustulatus
Juncus gregiflorus
Juncus pallidus
Machaerina articulata
Machaerina rubiginosa
Machaerina teretifolia
Eleocharis sphacelata
Schoenoplectus validus
Typha orientalis

Leafless rush
Great soft rush
Jointed twig rush
Soft twig rush
Common twig rush
Tall spike sedge
Lake clubrush
Raupo

>0.6-1
>0.6-1
>0.6-1
>0.6-1
>0.6-1
>1-1.5
>1-1.5
>1-1.5

Latin Name
Flax

high water level

Rush
& Sedge

Low flow
diversion
inlet

Forebay
>1m - 1.5m

Wetland Cross-section

Wet margin
>0m - 0.3m

Shallow zone
>0.3m - 0.6m

Deep zone
>0.6m - 1m

Typical banded bathemetry design of fluctuating water depths & corresponding plant palette

Riprap weir
spillway

River

>0-0.3
>0-0.3
>0-0.3
>0-0.3
>0.3-0.6
>0.3-0.6
>0.3-0.6
>0.3-0.6

wet margin

shallow zone

deep zone

forebay
Figure 73: Wetlands
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4.2

Terrestrial Habitat

The terrestrial (land based) ecological design manifests
through large areas of native species re-vegetation.
Each area has a minimum one-hectare core area as
a minimum in ecological terms necessary for habitat
development and self sustainability without constant
maintenance. Spatially these areas respond to the
existing native vegetation patterns from the nearby
hillside, bringing native vegetation to and across the
river corridor. In addition to the species list being native
and diverse, it is the intention to achieve the full 'forest'
structure and composition over time. The forest structure
consists of ground cover, understory, sub-canopy,
canopy, and emergent layers. Species are targeted
to represent the native riparian forest condition and a
temporal fauna resource, but the initial establishment
phase will not include the final canopy species in
proportion to that of a pristine system.
Parameters including personal safety, flood water
flow, landscape character/function and the spatial
constraints have limited these vegetation areas to three
places in the wider river corridor section upstream of the
Melling Bridge. Proximity to other vegetation improves
landscape ecology connections by creating a habitat
corridor effect. Birds and animals can move between
areas as well as feed from native flora.  Where possible,
these terrestrial ecological areas are located upstream or
upland from proposed wetlands to serve as a buffer from
high fluvial sediment river flows or subsurface runoff.   
Also, in response to the river's fluvial sediment flows, the
vegetation patches are placed along the transition
between the lower and upper berms. This helps to
stabilise the bank between the berms, as well as leaving
sufficient area within the upper berm for flows to pass
freely over open grassed areas.

vegetation from paths, providing both a maintenance ‘que
to care’ and reducing the opportunity for concealment
and personal attack.
In a similar fashion to the repetition of the wetland planting
palette throughout the river corridor, species used for
terrestrial habitat development are incorporated into
higher activity urban sections and willow river edge. Native
species are mixed with exotics in more sparse, sometimes
more formal, planted areas. Although these areas do not
contain the structure and size to develop “habitat”, their
presence in urban systems plays an important role for the
restoration of ecosystem services and social acceptance
of native vegetation in highly developed areas.

Existing indigenous vegetation

River
Indigenous re-vegetation for terrestrial habitat
Figure 75: Landscape Ecology Patterns
Extending Existing Native Vegetation Patterns Across the River

Edge

Emergent
Canopy

‘Core’
1ha (min area)

Subcanopy

20 m (min width)

Understorey
Ground
Cover

From a riverpark user perspective, each vegetation area
maintains clear sight lines from three directions and is
located near a higher use activity (eg parking/roads)
for passive surveillance benefits to personal safety.  A
minimum five-metre wide mowed edge separates

Edge

Figure 74: Terrestrial Habitat Area
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Core

Edge

Figure 76: Forest Structure

Ecology

Applicable Design Principles 			

Key Design Considerations
• Vegetation density, placement and form responds to flood flow
requirements
• Vegetation areas are sized and shaped to support habitat and
vegetation resiliency. A minimum core of 1 hectare, a minimum
width of 20 metres and a generous edge transition is necessary.

Principle 5 - Improve water quality from urban
catchments and enhance biological, landscape, and
habitat diversity.

How they are applied
•

Large patches of diverse indigenous vegetation, WITH natural
composition and structure, provide habitat value and a mosaic of
faunal resources important at different times of the year.

•

The spatial configuration and shape of vegetation patches  
improves landscape ecology connections by creating habitat
corridors and reduces the potential of weed invasion in core
habitat.

•

Vegetation patches reduce stormwater runoff and soil erosion,
while assimilating subsurface runoff contaminants to improve water
quality. When located upstream or upland of wetlands, they
improve the performance of the wetland system, by providing a
buffer from fluvial sediment flows and subsurface runoff.

• Species composition is diverse and targeted to represent native
riparian forest conditions and achieve the full forest structure and
composition as well as faunal resources.
• The spatial configuration of vegetation areas respond to the
proximity to wetlands and other terrestrial habitat, patterns of
existing native vegetation, and fluvial sediment transport of the
river.
• The location and permeability of areas must address public safety.

riprap
spillway

Terrestrial Habitat
Terrestrial habitat
planting areas

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

Latin Name

Myoporum laetum

Plagianthus regius

Kunzea & Leptospermum

Coprosma robusta

Cordyline australis

Podocarpus totara

Beilschmiedia tawa

Dacrycarpus dacrydiodes

Tree & Shrub Beilschmiedia tawa
Coprosma propinqua
Coprosma robusta
Cordyline australis
Dacrycarpus dacrydioides
Elaeocarpus dentatus
Fuscospora solandri
Kunzea ericoides
Laurelia novae-zelandiae
Leptospermum scoparium
Myoporum laetum
Pittosporum eugenioides
Plagianthus regius
Podocarpus totara

Common Nameame

Tawa
Mingimingi
Karamu
Cabbage tree
Kahikatea
Hinau
Black beech
Kanuka
Pukatea
Manuka
Ngaio
Lemonwood
Ribbonwood
Totara

Figure 77: Terrestrial Habitat
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4.3

Aquatic Habitat

With a collaborative approach, the required channel
form to address flood capacity defined by river engineers
has been adapted to include a range of features to
assist aquatic habitat. Variation of velocity, substrate,
and depth, also known as a pool, riffle, run dynamic, is
necessary to provide a diversity of habitat to support fish
and invertebrate life in a river system. In order to improve
the physical diversity of Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River to
enhance aquatic habitat, rock spurs and boulder clusters
are proposed within and along the edge of the river
channel (refer Figure 78). These structures help to alter
flow velocities and so encourage sediment and depth
variations through deposit and scouring action.

In-stream Habitat Elements and Values
While the primary intent of the rock structures is to enhance
aquatic habitat, they contribute to the recreation, aesthetic,
and sensory value of the river system.
Pools created by rock spurs serve as good fishing spots and
swimming holes, while the spurs become platforms for sitting
and jumping into the river.  The sound generated by the riffle
system can also enhance the river experience.
Scour

Rock spur

Rock spurs are placed in deeper pool areas, downstream
of beaches to create small physical barriers to alter
sediment transport. The barrier causes a localised buildup of sediment upstream, while creating a scour pool
immediately downstream. The slow movement of water
in the scour pools attract fish and other aquatic animals.   
Logs and other woody debris are placed along the
edges of pools to provide overhead cover and a food
source, while also helping to protect eroding banks. The
build-up of sediment upstream of spurs creates riffles with
faster, more turbulent flows where mayflies, stoneflies and
caddisflies find refuge.   
Large boulders (up to 6 tonne) and boulder clusters will
be placed in the deeper sections of the river where they
will generally be submerged at base flows, as well as
in run sections for partial exposure. The boulders are a
variety of sizes large enough to remain relatively stable
during typical flood events.  The boulders may gradually
migrate downstream and can be relocated as required
as part of river maintenance regimes. The boulders
generate small eddies in their wake which can provide
cover for fish by partially diffusing sunlight and as refuge
during high river flow events.   

Sediment build-up
Figure 77: Dynamic River Process
Structures promote small scale river physical processes

Log structures

Scour Pool
Riffles
Sediment build-up

Log Structures

Rock Spur

Figure 78: Rock Spur
Sediment transport process as rive flows around rock spur
Boulder clusters
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Figure 79: River environments
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Applicable Design Principles 			

Key Design Considerations

Principle 5 - Improve water quality from
urban catchments and enhance biological,
landscape, and habitat diversity.

• Rock spurs of varying lengths are placed downstream of
beaches in deeper pool areas, extending downstream at
an angle of 15 degrees.
• Large logs of around 8-10 metres are buried into the river
edge or spur by 2-3 metres to protrude underwater into the
spur pools.
• Boulder cluster of 3-6 boulders are placed in deeper
sections of stream and will be submerged during base flow
events.
• Boulders will be a variety of sizes (~3-6 tonnes) and large
enough to remain relatively stable during typical flood
events.

Principle 6 - Encourage interaction with the river
and wetland natural processes and flexibility
in design to respond to river and wetland
processes and maintenance regimes

How they are applied
•

Rock spurs and boulders are placed within and along the edges of the river
channel to improve to the physical diversity by generating small pool, run,
riffle systems.

•

Rock spurs and boulder clusters create scour pools of slow velocities that
serve as feeding and refugia areas for fish and other aquatic animals.

•

Logs and other woody debris are placed along the edges of scour pools
created by rock spurs to provide food and cover, while helping to stabilise
banks.

•

Large boulders and boulder clusters generate eddies that provide cover by
partially diffusing sunlight and velocity refugia

•

Rock spurs promote recreation opportunities, serving as sitting and jumping
platforms and forming fishing and swimming holes.

•

The pool, run, riffle system enhances the aesthetic and sensory experience of
the river.

Instream Habitat

riprap
spillway

Rock Spurs
Boulders & Boulder
Clusters

insert plan

Note: the placement and arrangement of
instream structures must respond to objectives of
the river channel design and be further developed
during the detail design phase.

Proposed River Channel

Brown trout

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Redfin bully

Proposed Upper Berm

Eels

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

Whitebait

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Crayfish

Areas to be determined

Mayfly
Figure 80: River environments
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The promenade will provide a linear movement path
(refer Figure 84) , but also a venue for people to sit and
view the river or to engage with new activities provided
in adjacent properties (refer Figure 81, 82).

MALL
MARGARET STREET

TRAIN STATION

BUS INTERCHANGE

Figure 81: Concept Visualisation - Previously explored urban edge design

SUN

The expectation is that development of new buildings on
what is now Daly Street will include residential uses, and
at promenade level, publicly accessible activities with
amenity offerings, such as cafes, restaurants and the like.

QUEEN STREET

PR

It is a primary objective for HCC to revitalise the city
centre. RiverLink can enable this objective by creating
a river corridor edge that allows new development to
turn to face the river (Figure 86). The design has evolved
the concepts from Making Places (refer Figure 81) (refer
section 2) to include a promenade of some 11m width
which provides the seam between the public river
environment and the private land adjacent.

RIVER ENVIRONMENT

City edge promenade/park

TE AWA KAIRANGI/HUTT RIVER

5.1

RUTHERFORD STREET

5. Urban Design

Beneath the promenade the ex-Daly Street will act as a
service lane to give access to ground level parking and
for inspection and maintenance of the stopbank (refer
Figure 84).

TOWN CENTRE

City grid intersecting with
dynamic river landscape

PR

The connections and extension of the city street network
to the river are a defining part of the form for the design
of RiverLink in the city section.

O

M

the required channel and berm widths for the new
river design, the clearances for movement of flood
waters, and maintenance requirements post flood

•

construction of an MSE wall of some 5m in height
to enable the promenade and development edge
if there is no development the wall will need an
alternative form for mitigating its impact on existing
properties

•

•

Figure 83: Concept diagram showing key design rational/ influences

Future Development
11m wide
promenade

Lid Structure

Varies

the need to maintain an access to maintain/inspect
the MSE wall (refer Figure 84) and that the costs of
that wall can be met by the project
the need for future development to be built at
the stopbank edge with a design that provides for
public uses in the floor at the promenade level and
preferably with residential uses above.

AD

E

The key parameters for the design include:
•

EN

5m high MSE wall
Existing Building
5m
Figure 82: Concept Visualisation - Showing urban landscape concepts
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Figure 84: Concept Visualisation - Showing promenade/stopbank treatment

Urban Design

• The land to the city edge is privately owned (except
streets). Redevelopment of this land is required by others
to generate the urban form anticipated in the design.
There is considerable risk that the design will not respond
appropriately (even though the design guidelines - refer
section 2 - require it). There is also a risk that development
occurs incrementally over a long period, meaning the urban
form sought and its benefits are not achieved for decades.
• The base flood defence structure design is by Opus and Beca.
This includes MSE replacing traditional stopbank batter. This
requires an investment in ground improvements and costs
beyond normal stopbank form.
• To achieve a promenade that has space for trees and
also sitting and linear movements for cycling/walking, the
stopbank crest will be widened to create an 11m flat top-a
combination of the 'lid' that connects the new building edge
to stopbank over service lanes and the MSE wall and the
extended stopbank earth form.
• The river channel design produced by Damwatch and
Waterscape is the basis for the proposed design which
has been developed within parameters provided by these
consultants and GWRC.

Applicable Design Principles

How they are applied

Principle 1 - Enhance context response

• The design reflects the intersection of natural river bend against the city grid. The
design considers the environmental and urban context

Principle 2 - Provide choice of movement experience

• The design continues the various walk/cycleway typologies in the wider
landscape whilst allowing for connections to the pedestrian/cycle bridge and
into the city streets

Principle 3 - Reduce visual impact of the stopbank

• The design uses the adjacent context (i.e city grid and river forms) to manipulate
the base river corridor and flood defence design to soften the impact of these
monolithic structures

Principle 4 - Providing a multi-functional landscape

• The design sets a framework for spaces for events or unprogrammed uses, for
small or larger scale gatherings and for a range of activities-sitting, watching,
beach edges, boating etc

Principle 5 -Improve stormwater quality and reinstate
biological and landscape diversity

• Water sensitive devices are proposed in the intersecting city streets-it is proposed
these extend on the berms. A mix of native and exotic planting is also proposed,
including at river edge rock rip rap

Principle 6 - Encourage interaction with the rivers
natural processes and flexibility in the design to
respond to river processes and maintenance regimes

• Various interventions promote the engagement of people with the river and
its process such as crossing (bridge/rocks steps), beaches, seating edges,
landscape grading etc

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise connections and
access

• The design aims to provide clear, logical and direct connections to streets and
access points with linear pathways along the river giving access to areas up and
down stream

Principle 8 - Instill Identity

• The urban edge river park has a number of interventions which allow a range of
experiences-urban edge promenade and natural river edge beach for example

Key
Key access points from city
edge. Refer to access section
for further information.
Proposed pedestrian/
cycle bridge. Refer to
bridge architecture
section

High Street

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Proposed Lower Berm

Retaining Wall

Historic River forms/
alignments

Rutherford Street

Dudley Street
Margaret Street

Key Design Considerations

Urban edge park
Proposed relocated
Railway Station
Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

Areas to be determined
Figure 85: City Interface
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MARGARET STREET

POTENTIAL ACCESS/LANEWAY

CURRENTLY DALY STREET

DUDLEY STREET

HIGH STREET

ANDREWS AVENUE

1
2

3

6
7

5

8

5
14

4

12

3

8

9

10

16

11

8

5

13

14

12

10
Street stormwater treatment
outlet.
17

2
Precedent - formal grid

1
Visualisation - suspension bridge concept

2
Precedent - spatial experience

3

5

3
Precedent - steps/ terraced edge
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6
Mixed use development boarding
promenade

Precedent - steps/ terraced edge

4
Concept visualisation - stone river crossing

5
Geometric structures vs organic graded
lawns

7
Promenade scale and base materials

Urban Design

HIGH STREET

CURRENTLY DALY STREET

POTENTIAL ACCESS/LANEWAY

HIGH STREET

6
7
5
14
5

5
14

9

16

15

17

9
Tertiary Path - granular pavement

8
Open lawn leading toward riverside path

10
Native grasses slope with formal breaks

11
Concept visualisation showing river edge
seating and steps

11
Precedent - Seating step materiality

12
Precendent - Tree avenue intersecting
with river edge path

13
Seating edge along promenade/ platform

14
Native shrubs + grasses

15
Riverside teriatry path experience

16
Image of recent pop up beach trial in
this location
Figure 86: City Interface Diagrammatic
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5.2

Street Spaces

The RiverLink project extends into the adjacent streets
at the city edge. The street spaces are important at
this interface with the river as they provide key points of
access to the river, and also are required to be adjusted
to reflect changes in the traffic movement network (refer
for detail to Technical Report T-17/13).

It is also noted that at the intersection of High Street/
Queens Drive and the Ewen Bridge off ramps/
roundabouts the area needs consideration in the future
to generate an appropriate legibility for vehicle drivers
and to unite the 'civic landscape' from the river side
across to the Riddiford Gardens area.

The streets that have the greatest proposed change are:

Key parameters for the design of the street spaces at
Daly, Dudley, Margaret Streets and Andrews Avenue
include:

•

Daly Street which no longer functions as an access
route to and through the city-it becomes a service
lane (refer Figure 90) with limited access for future
development ground level parking and to inspect
and maintain the MSE stopbank wall

•

Dudley Street which becomes two-way to provide
for some redistribution of the local traffic no longer
on Daly Street-redistribution to the eastern/western
access routes and other city streets is proposed.

•

Margaret Street which is a key access point to the
pedestrian/cycle bridge and leads directly to the bus
hub area and Queensgate Mall which is a city centre
destination. It is proposed to make the street more of
a shared space (refer Figure 87 and 89) between river
edge and High Street. Ramps and steps from the
end of the street connect to the stopbank top and
access for vehicles to the service lane is provided for.

•

•

that the redistribution of city traffic from Daly Street is
practicable

•

that the street design includes access for vehicles to
get into the service lane with the expectation of the
need to service new development fronting to the
promenade

•

that the street design incorporates low impact
stormwater design and trees and lighting that provide
visual connections across to the river

•

that there is an investment in the quality and the
design of the Margaret Street and Andrews Avenue
spaces to elevate their priority as primary connection
to the river from the city.

Andrews Avenue (refer Figure 88 and 89) which is
currently in part configured as a green space and
becomes a more dedicated shared street space with
traffic movement and parking on the north side and
an urban park space on the south side (with good
sunlight access). Ramps and steps from the end of
the street connect to the stopbank top and access
for vehicles to the service lane is provided for.

Figure 87: Concept visualisation - Margaret Street

Figure 88: Concept visualisation - Andrews Avenue

The other two streets that will require changes are
Marsden and Pharazyn Streets (refer to section 5.4) on
the west side of the river.  These are less defined as to
their future condition and may be less likely to be quality
public spaces (where people linger and spend time),
and will be more functional in nature.
Figure 89: Fort Street (Auckland) shared street space
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Key Design Considerations

How they are applied

Applicable Design Principles

• East/west access routes - free flowing traffic around core + to
connect into the city
• Daly Street as service lane-not for through traffic
• Core slow speed-destination vehicles + street parking
• Bulk parking-Queensgate + riverbank + park and ride at rail
station
• Rail station relocation enhances public transport options with
connectivity via new pedestrian/cycle bridge

Principle 4-Multi-functional landscape

• Streets will be designed to facilitate economic activity, walking, cycle and
vehicular movement as well as environmental benefits

Principle 5-Improve stormwater quality and reinstate
biological and landscape diversity

• Integrate stormwater management and quality improvement into the
design of streets

Principle 7-Improve and rationalise visual connections
and access

• Reduced/remove traffic on the existing western access route by changing
the current road hierarchy while creating a slow zone to facilitate safe and
easy pedestrian movement east - west through the CBD
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Sketch Section: Andrews Avenue Concept (29m existing width)

Section B: Margaret Street Concept (25.5m existing width)

Facing north-west, single lane road with inverted camber draining centrally to stormwater collectors

Facing north-west, single lane road with inverted camber draining centrally to stormwater collectors
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Figure 90: Street Spaces
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5.3

Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge

The Te Awa Kairangi/Hutt River pedestrian/cycle bridge is
located in the city centre section of RiverLink.

•

The bridge will span the widened river from stopbank to
stopbank and will connect Lower Hutt city centre to the
railway station and the west side of the river land uses,
which include residential and business activities.

Multiple options were considered (refer to Appendix) with
the preferred being a 4 span option.

to provide a high level of accessibility with a gentle
slope and landing points on top of the stopbanks.

A key driver for the bridge has been to provide an
improved level of connectivity from public transport
provided by the Melling railway station to the city centre.
The expectation is that the improved connectivity will
assist with the revitalisation of the city centre including
increasing the attraction of the centre as a living
environment.
The bridge connection towards the current railway
station was the original concept. However, with the
prospect of the railway station needing to be shifted to
accommodate changes the Melling/SH2 intersection the
prospect of the station being opposite the city centre has
driven the design options.
The key parameters considered for the bridge were:
•

to enable the flood capacity for the river by not
blocking river flow

•

to be structurally feasible given the long span

•

to connect to a repositioned railway station - if the
station does not shift or shifts to another location the
design will change

•

to make both a positive aesthetic contribution to the
river landscape (both on top and below) as well as
landmark for the purposes of legibility and way finding
within the cycle/walking network.

•

to provide a great experience of crossing the river it should give an experience of the river landscape
rather than being encased or enclosed

•

to relate to the river landscape and consider the
historic urban fabric of Lower Hutt so it is 'of the place'

Figure 91: Wider context aerial oblique - Preferred 4-span bridge

Figure 92: Concept aerial oblique - Preferred 4-span bridge
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Key Design Considerations

How they are applied

Applicable Design Principles

• The bridge design has been tested for its appropriateness against other options
and is also underpinned by a strong response to landscape
• The span of the bridge-as measured between stopbanks is
approximately 176 metres-this requires key considerations as
to structral support

Principle 1 - Enhance context response

• The flood level envelope that the bridge has to avoid is
defined by an arc from stopbank to stopbank at a rate of
curvature of 20 metres transverse and 1 metre vertically.

Principle 3 - Reduce visual impact of the stopbank

• This envelope and the desire to land directly on top of the
stopbanks with minimal ramping up from them to the deck
are the most important parameters any proposed design
must respond to.

• The bridge will allow people to have good connectvity and a river experience

Principle 2 - Provide choice of movement experience

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise connections and
access

• The integration of the bridge structure into the stopbank/ graded landscape has
provided the opportunity to make a bridge which springs from the landscape
• The bridge would be aligned as proposed with Margaret Street making a strong
visual cue to this access point which provides pedestrian and cycle access
• Bridges inherently, due to being a vantage point over the landscape have
the ability if designed well to connect people to the immediate and distant
landscape and enhance the sense of place.

Principle 8 - Instill Identity

Grading Opportunities
Key desire lines

Proposed pedestrian/
cycle bridge location
Margaret Street

1

Proposed relocated
Railway Station

Mall

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Preferred Option 4-Span bridge

Retaining Wall

Areas to be determined

Materiality

This is the first option of the 4 Span bridge - a simple rectilinear beam and straight columns. The language of the bridge is akin to a viaduct structure.
The deck currently has a clear width of 4 metres and an overall dimension with raked balustrades of 5 metres. The structural depth of the bridge is approximately 1.75
metres. Some of this can be taken above the deck if required.
The columns are spaced equally along the bridge - at approximately 45 metre centres and are conceived of as fins the same width as the deck.
Option A - Concrete

Concept Visualisation - Prefered 4-span bridge Concept

Concept Elevation - Prefered 4-span bridge concept

Option B - Mirror

Option c - Mirror

Figure 93: Bridge forms preferred
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5.4

Interfaces

The interface of RiverLink with the city centre is described
in section 5 above. There are other edge interfaces with
RiverLink which vary according to the context.
Typically where the standard stopbank design slope ratio
of 1 vertical to 3.5 horizontal can be accommodated
within the available land then this is preferred.
Walls generate potential additional maintenance
requirements, increase costs, create more negative
prospects for visual impacts and potentially increase risk
of failure unless the design is of a high standard.
In the city centre section of the river there are some
walls required to fit the river channel width within the
available land. The mitigation of the visual effects
of the walls will be a consideration in design where
the walls are exposed. At Daly Street the wall will be
hidden by development assuming this regeneration
occurs. However, there may be a transitional period
when the wall is exposed and visible which will require
consideration, especially given the scale and proximity to
existing Daly Street businesses/activities.
Walls of various heights may be required on Marsden
Street to enable the street realignment to occur. Walls
opposite residential properties have been avoided.
On residential boundaries the form of stopbanks is
typically grassed banks. These can be treated in
different ways (eg planting) if that is preferred by owners
adjacent.
The key parameters considered for the interfaces were:
•

to have standard slopes (1:3.5) where possible

•

do not affect the integrity of stopbanks

•

to limit walls as far as practicable but to recognises
that a wall at Daly Street is appropriate to achieve
the promenade interface.

•

to typically grass stopbank slopes to allow mowing,
but to work with adjoining landowners in the next
stages of design as to preferred treatments

•

maintain 5m access strip at the base of the stopbank
for maintenance purposes and for services to be run
underground.
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Figure 94: Typical existing interface with residential properties

Urban Design

Key Design Considerations

How they are applied

Applicable Design Principles

• Visual effects of the structure on adjoining property

Principle 3 - Reduce the impact of the stopbank

• Impact of stopbanks on property boundaries softened with vegetation,
alterations to form and scale of stopbank, fencing and screening

• Safety and experience of users on, near or far from the
structures

Principle 8 - Instill Identity

• Community involvement alongside the landscape architect in the
design of wall or screening structures. The interfaces that are part of
public spaces will be influential to the quality of the experience and
need to be carefully designed.

• Maintenance required
• 3.5H:1V is the maximum slope for mowing

Treatment Locations
No significant change
Unknown
Access Points. Refer to
access section

Proposed River Channel

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

<3.5H:1V

Grass or planting

Areas to be determined

Future Development

Grass or Planting <3.5H:1V
Wall >1.2m High

Retaining Wall

Lid Structure
Promenade

Varies
Wall <1.2m High

Grass

Grass or planting <3.5H:1V

5m high MSE wall

6m

Existing Building
5m

Battered slopes

Battered slopes with walls

Urban Edge Promenade

Standard 3.5V:1H grass or planted batter

Grassed or planted batter slope with
architecturally designed retaining wall

MSE Wall together with columns supporting lid
structure creating promenade for development to
boarder/ access
Figure 95: Interfaces
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5.5

Westside

On the west side of the river there is a need to acquire
existing private properties to widen the river channel and
the river corridor to provide the required capacity for
containing a flood.   At this time GWRC is acquiring these
properties when owners choose to sell them. Over time,
the properties will all be acquired to enable the river
works to occur. When the river works are completed,
which will require most of the land to be used for
stopbanks and their construction sequencing, there may
be residual land no longer needed for the project.
There are a range of options for what this land can be
used for if it is available to the project once construction
is complete. The options include the retention of the land
for enabling further river widening by future generations,
additional car parking to supplement parking in the city
centre/or for park-and-ride (which could then leave the
land available for river widening in the future), or for new
residential developments that can satisfy Council’s urban
growth objectives.
In conjunction with considering the residual land area
and the opportunity for the railway station relocation,
consideration has been given to the use of the land
which sits between the back of the new stopbank and
the railway embankment as a fill area and the relocation
of Pharazyn Street towards the river.  This would generate
an attractive river edge ‘drive’, address the seismic
hazard zone which currently runs through the residential
area and provide an elevated building platform allowing
views to the river.
The land which is currently Pharazyn Street can be added
to the residual land to create a development block.
There are opportunities to sell the land (recognising any
constraints of the Public Works Act) and make a return to
offset the RiverLink project costs.
Indicatively the development potential of such a block
in combination with car parking to support a relocated
railway station and to supplement city centre parking is
a yield of some 170 apartments. The decision as to the
retention or type of development of this west side land
has not been made at this time.
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Figure 96: Typical existing interface with residential properties
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Key Design Considerations
• NZTA Melling intersection investigations
• Need for further river corridor widening

Applicable Design Principles

How they are applied

Principle 3 - Reduce the impact of the stopbank

•

Potentially by filling the land behind the stopbank to create a space that looks
out to the river

•

Consideration as to the opportunity for parking/park and ride facilities and a new
railway station can add to the functions available along the river corridor as well
as assist connectvity and access to the city

Principle 4 - Provide a multi-functional landscape

• Pharazyn Street realignment and potential development area

Principle 7 - Improve and rationalise connections and
accesses

• Seismic hazard zone

Potencial Development Area

Proposed River Channel
Areas to be determined

Proposed Beaches

Proposed Lower Berm

Proposed Upper Berm

Proposed Stopbank

Adjusted Roads

MSE Wall and Promenade Structure

Retaining Wall

Approx seismic hazard zone

Hutt City Council - Sketch Option
110 Apartments + 300 public car parks
•

3 storeys 85sqm over private car parking

•

public car parking (street + on grade)

170 Apartments + 200 public car parks
•

public car parking (street + on grade)

HCC 24th
May 2017
RQ
Parking
building
add 110 car parks (3 levels)

Figure 97: Development Option
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